
BLA - BE LIKE AN ATHLETE 
Logo Contest / Final Results

1ST PRIZE
(proposal number 26)

Jury Statement
After considering all the proposals presented for the BLA - Be like an athlete logo 
contest, the jury unanimously decided to award the proposal number 26 with the first 
place. The jury justified its choice for the creativity, quality and originality in the 
visual translation of the symbiosis between education and sport that the logo 
presents. Finally, it is highlighted the graphic skills that the logo offers in different 
uses, scales and medias.

2ND PRIZE
(proposal number 3)

3RD PRIZE 
(proposal number 15)
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ID Nickname School Country
1 EfraMartinezP Universidad Politécnica de Valencia Spain
2 EfraMartinezP Universidad Politécnica de Valencia Spain

2nd prize 3 Sergio Rc Universidad Politécnica de Valencia Spain
4 EfraMartinezP Universidad Politécnica de Valencia Spain
5 María MD Universidad Politécnica de Valencia Spain
6 María MD Universidad Politécnica de Valencia Spain
7 Maria MD Universidad Politécnica de Valencia Spain
8 SleepingKoala Universidad de La Laguna Spain
9 María Songel Universidad Politécnica de Valencia Spain

10 Tutu (team submission) Universidad Politécnica de Valencia Spain
11 Ainé García Morini Universidad de La Laguna Spain
12 Ainé García Universidad de La Laguna Spain
13 Victoria Universidad Politécnica de Valencia Spain
14 pesaemar Universidad Politécnica de Valencia Spain

3rd prize 15 pesaemar Universidad Politécnica de Valencia Spain
16 Victoria Martínez Universidad Politécnica de Valencia Spain
17 Lucas Schwates Faculdade de Belas Artes da Universidade do Porto Portugal
18 Álvaro Aldana Vitores Universidad Politécnica de Valencia Spain
19 Inés Lorenzo Universidad Politécnica de Valencia Spain
20 Carla Universidad Politécnica de Valencia Spain
21 Esroconil Universidad Politécnica de Valencia Spain
22 Claudia Universidad de La Laguna Spain
23 Reem Hosn Universidad Politécnica de Valencia Spain
24 Pᴀᴜʟ Tʜᴏʀᴛ Universidad Politécnica de Valencia Spain
25 Nicolò Universidad de La Laguna Spain

1st prize 26 Nickel Universidad Politécnica de Valencia Spain
27 Dynamic Block Universidad de La Laguna Spain
28 JokinUAction Universidad Politécnica de Valencia Spain
29 JokinURunner Universidad Politécnica de Valencia Spain
30 vesanmo1 Universidad Politécnica de Valencia Spain
31 Miguel Moreira Faculdade de Belas Artes da Universidade do Porto Portugal
32 Diego Viñuela Universidad Politécnica de Valencia Spain
33 ROCO (team submission) Universidad Politécnica de Valencia Spain
34 Júlia Navarro Universidad Politécnica de Valencia Spain
35 Juan Manuel Universidad Politécnica de Valencia Spain
36 Ricardo Ayres Faculdade de Belas Artes da Universidade do Porto Portugal
37 Usarral CIP ETI San Juan Spain
38 Inês Bartilotti Faculdade de Belas Artes da Universidade do Porto Portugal
39 Ramalho Universidade de Évora Portugal

Submissions had to come from students of Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Ireland or Italy

President of the juri:
- Rui Santos (Portugal)
Juri members:
- Javier Portela (Spain)
- Ulrika Sahlén (Sweden)
- Una May (Ireland)
- Anda Paegle (Italy)

BLA project logotype competition submissions

The logo competition received 39 submissions:
- 34 from Spain (1 from CIP ETI San Juan, 6 from Universidad de La Laguna, 27 from Universidad 
Politécnica de Valencia)
- 5 from Portugal (1 from Universidade de Évora, 4 from Faculdade de Belas Artes da Universidade do 
Porto)

NOTE: Because the juri evaluated anonymized 
submissions the proposals have no identification, to 
navigate in them it is necessary to use the numbered 
bookmarks present in this PDF (some PDF viewers 
may not show the bookmarks, in that case use e.g. 
the free Adobe Acrobat Reader)
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This proposal for the Be like an athlete logo is based on 
the union of different elements that represent the
project in different ways but all together form an 
uniform composition.

This logo is characterized by playing with elements in 
positives and negatives. If we see the logo, in the first 
instance we can appreciate the letters BLA, which are 
on the positive side, but if we look closely we can see in 
the negative side one athlete's leg running that is in the 
letter B and the other leg dividing the letters L A.

The letters BLA are placed in an original and unique 
way, with a typography created from scratch and they 
are characterized by having a slight inclination to the 
right, exemplifying the position that athletes take when 
they are running at high speed.

Finally there is the element located in the upper right 
corner, these yellow stars represent the union of
different countries (European Union) and that are so 
characteristic in the Erasmus logo.
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M E A N I N G

BLA

European Union / Erasmus
The yellow stars, located in the 
upper right, refer to the union of 
different countries (European 
union) and Erasums.

The logo consists of a set of positives and negatives. Along 
with the letter B we can see one of the runner's legs and 
dividing the letters L A on the other leg.

Letter B

Running

European Union/
Erasmus
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L O G O  V A R I AT I O N S

Primary

Secundary

Short

+30mm

from 16 to 30mm

-16mm
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T Y P O G R A P H Y

R E G U L A R

A V E N I R

A V E N I R

B O L D  O B L I Q U E

S M A RT E S T  B U S I N E S S  C A R D
I N  T H E  M A R K E T

A V E N I RR E G U L A R

W E L C O M E  T O  T H E  F U T U R E

Social and business card all in one! Fill your information in your account profile and share 
it with your new friends and potential customers. You can update your information within 

seconds, eliminating the necessity to re-print disposable paper business card.

One-time payment for a lifelong business card; including support and updates.
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This proposal for the Be like an athlete logo is based on 
the union of different elements that represent the
project in different ways but all together form an 
uniform composition.

Starting with the most representative element of the 
composition, the letter B is made up of its base shape 
and the silhouette of a running athlete.

The letters BLA are placed in an original and unique 
way, with a typography created from scratch and they 
are characterized by having a slight inclination to the 
right, exemplifying the position that athletes take when 
they are running at high speed.

Finally there is the element located in the upper right 
corner, these yellow stars represent the union of
different countries (European Union) and that are so 
characteristic in the Erasmus logo.
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B R A N D I N G  B O O K
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M E A N I N G

Letter B

European Union / Erasmus
The yellow stars, located in the 
upper right, refer to the union of 
different countries (European 
union) and Erasums.

The B is the letter has a greater visual load in the logo and 
therefore where the focal point is located. It is formed by 
the letter itself and a person running (related to the
athletes).

Letter B

Running

European Union/
Erasmus
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L O G O  V A R I AT I O N S

Primary

Secundary

Short

+30mm

from 16 to 30mm

-16mm
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T Y P O G R A P H Y

R E G U L A R

A V E N I R

A V E N I R

B O L D  O B L I Q U E

S M A RT E S T  B U S I N E S S  C A R D
I N  T H E  M A R K E T

A V E N I RR E G U L A R

W E L C O M E  T O  T H E  F U T U R E

Social and business card all in one! Fill your information in your account profile and share 
it with your new friends and potential customers. You can update your information within 

seconds, eliminating the necessity to re-print disposable paper business card.

One-time payment for a lifelong business card; including support and updates.
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El concepto principal de este logotipo es la unión entre el cuerpo, símbolo del deporte, y la mente, símbolo del estudio. 
En la búsqueda de referencias para comenzar con algún elemento básico el cual poder desarrollar, se buscó aquellos personajes de la mitología griega que representasen estos conceptos. Aquí encontramos a la diosa Nike, la diosa de la victoria, muy reconocida por la marca deportiva de hoy en día “Nike”, el cual representa una de sus alas. Por otro lado tenemos a Atenea, la diosa de la sabiduría, la estrategia y las ciencias, representada por un mochuelo y una rama de olivo. Durante la historia del arte se han encontrado muestras de ambas diosas juntas representadas, por lo que la combinación de ambas ya se había realizado.

A partir de aquí se partió del elemento simbólico del mochuelo (Atenea) y se intenta representar con las alas abiertas (Nike). Tras muchos intentos de abstraer la forma del animal e intentar encontrar su esencia, se ha llegado a la forma actual. Simboliza, de derecha a izquierda, el ala del mochuelo, el pico y la “ceja” tan característica que tienen, y el ojo.

Se ha intentado encontrar una forma que fuese deportiva y con movimiento pero sin dejar de lado la concentración y lo estático que es estudiar. Aquí surgen la curva que representa el ala, dando dinamismo a la composición, así como la diagonal que se genera al unir el pico con la ceja. La ceja muestra una horizontalidad que denota constancia, estabilidad. Por último, el círculo que representa el ojo, es un elemento muy interesante porque da múltiples sensaciones, tanto de movimiento como de quietud por el lugar en el que se encuentra.
Lo más difícil aquí ha sido intentar hacer más juvenil y deportivo la sensación �nal. Aquí el color y la tipografía juegan un importante rol. El color verde es moderno y tecnológico ya que es un color que no se suele encontrar en la naturaleza o en nuestra vida diaria, solo en las pantallas digitales. El color azul oscuro es rotundo, profundo, simula el color de la tinta de un bolígrafo y es más fácil de reproducir. En cuanto a la tipografía, se ha buscado una tipografía un poco más deportiva, al ser bold, un poco achatada y con líneas muy rectas conseguimos esta característica.

Por último, tras preguntar a varias personas del entorno qué ven en el logotipo han visto, además del mochuelo, otros símbolos como una pelota saltando, una raíz cuadrada e incluso un nadador. Al ser tan abstracto es interpretado de diferentes formas, pero lo bueno es que las interpretaciones están dentro de los campos semánticos del deporte y el estudio.

The main concept of this logo is the union between 

the body, symbol of sport, and the mind, symbol of 

study.

In the research for references to start with 

some basic element to develop, we looked for those 

characters from Greek mythology that represented 

these concepts. Here we find Nike, the goddess of 

victory, very well recognized by the sports brand of 

today "Nike", which represents one of her wings. On 

the other hand we have Athena, the goddess of 

wisdom, strategy and science, represented by an owl 

and an olive branch. During the history of art, sam-

ples of both goddesses have been found represented 

together.

From this point on, the symbolic element of the 

owl (Athena) with its wings open (Nike) was taken as 

a starting point. After many attempts to abstract the 

form of the animal and try to find its essence, the cu-

rrent form has been reached. It symbolizes, from 

right to left, the owl's wing, the peak, the "eyebrow" 

so characteristic of them, and the eye.

We have tried to find a form that is sporty and 

with movement but without leaving aside the con-

cepts of concentration and how static it is to study. 

Here the curve, that represents the wing appears, 

give dynamism to the composition as well as the dia-

gonal that is generated by joining the end of the wing 

with the eyebrow, also generating the peak. The eye-

brow shows a horizontality that denotes constancy, 

stability. Finally, the circle, that represents the eye, is 

a very interesting element because it gives multiple 

sensations, both of movement and of stillness be-

cause of the place where it is.

The most difficult thing here has been to try to 

make the final sensation more youthful and sporty 

being a simple and linear form. Here color and typo-

graphy play an important role. The colour green is 

modern and technological as it is a colour that is not 

usually found in nature or in our daily life, only on digi-

tal screens. Dark blue is a deep, strong colour that 

simulates the colour of the ink in a pen and is easier 

to reproduce in print. As for the typography, we have 

looked for a slightly more sportive typography, as it is 

bold, a little flattened and with very straight lines we 

achieve this characteristic.

Finally, after asking several people around what 

they see in the logo, they have seen, besides the owl, 

other symbols such as a ball jumping, a mathematical 

square root and even a swimmer. Being so abstract it 

is interpreted in different ways, but the good thing is 

that the interpretations are within the semantic fields 

of sport and study.

Development 

of the concept
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Manual of standars

for the use
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This manual gathers the stylistic and visual resources for 

the project BLA, created to give it a solid image.

It presents the corporate image and also some of the 

different applications in various possible formats, 

showing the values of the project.
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1. Features

2. Normative of use

3. Applications
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1.1  Isotype

1.2  First construction

1.3  Isologotype

1.4  Second construction

1.5  Colors

1.6  Typographies1.  Features

2.  Normative of use

3.  Applications
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2.1  Margins

2.2 Minimum sizes

2.3 Behaviour with backgrounds

1.  Features

2.  Normative of use

3.  Applications
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3.1  Web and Mobile app

3.2 eBook or tablet

3.3 T-shirts

1.  Features

2.  Normative of use

3.  Applications
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1.1     Isotype
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1.2     First construction
X

X/2

X/2X

X/3

X

4X

0.4X

0.4X

58º

Once the construction has been completed, 

the “Perfect Pixels” have been generated for 

scaling optimization
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1.3     Isologotype
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1.4     Second construction

X/2

1’2x

X
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1.5     Colors

Pantone  447 C

RGB   37  42  55    

CMYK   86  68  36  78

#    252A37

Digital use

RGB   160 242 160  

CMYK   42  0  53  0

#    A0F2A0

Print use

Pantone  2267 C

RGB   155 225 152  

CMYK   36  0  49  0

#    9BE198
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1.6     Typograpies

 Montserrat Regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNÑOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

abcdefghijklmnñopqrstuvwxyz

ÅÄÁÀÂÃÉÈÊÍ ÌÖÓÒÕÜÚÙÇÑ

åäáàâãéèêí ìöóòôõüúùçñ

0123456789 (.:,;&%€)

Montserrat Thin

Montserrat ExtraLight

Montserrat Light

Montserrat Regular

Montserrat Medium

Montserrat SemiBold

Montserrat Bold

Montserrat ExtraBold

Montserrat Black

and their respective italic version:

...

Montserrat Light Italic

Montserrat Italic

Montserrat Medium Italic

...

 Work Sans Regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNÑOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

abcdefghijklmnñopqrstuvwxyz

ÅÄÁÀÂÃÉÈÊÍ ÌÖÓÒÕÜÚÙÇÑ

åäáàâãéèêí ìöóòôõüúùçñ

0123456789 (.:,;&%€)

Work Sans Hairline

Work Sans Thin

Work Sans ExtraLight

Work Sans Light

Work Sans Regular

Work Sans Medium

Work Sans Semibold

Work Sans Bold

Work Sans ExtraBold

Work Sans Black

Monteserrat Extra Bold had been used in 

the logo and Work Sans is a proposal to 

write the content. This manual is written in 

the latter typeface. The different accented 

letters used in the languages of the partner 

countries have been added.

The fonts used have been chosen because 

they are free and have many thicknesses, 

giving many options for use.
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2.1     Margins

X

X

X

X

X
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2.1     Margins

X

X

X

X

X
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2.2     Minimum sizes

Digital

 Webpage: 120x75

 Standard favicon: 25x16

 Android App: 192x120
The text-free version of the isotype

will be used for smaller applications.

Those visible on this page are in

 real scale (in px).

Print

 Small print: 800x500px

 Large print: 1638x1024px

� � � � � � � � �� �� � �

� � � � � � � �� � �

iPhone App: 180x112
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2.3     Behavior with 
backgrounds

If it’s possible, put the logo with 

its coloured background or vice versa
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2.3     Behavior with 
backgrounds

If the background is light, we will use the dark color 

while if the photo is dark, we will use the light color.

Depending on the color and the amount of information 

in the image, we will try to locate the logo where there 

is less information, compare both colors of the logo and 

choose the one that provides more visibility.

(The resources used are from unsplash.com)
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3.1     Web and 
     Mobile app
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3.2     eBook or tablet
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3.3     T-shirts
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This proposal for the Be like an athlete logo is based on 
the union of different elements that represent the
project in different ways but all together form a uniform 
composition.

Starting with the most striking element, located at the 
bottom left, the lightning represents strength, power, 
speed, performance that is present in every athlete who 
stand out from the rest, giving the extra effort. This 
element is part of the letter B, which is made up of 
three stripes of different lengths giving the sensation of 
speed or agility, which is essential in all sports.

The letters BLA are placed in an original and unique 
way, with a typography created from scratch and they 
are characterized by having a slight inclination to the 
right, exemplifying the position that athletes take when 
they are running at high speed.

Finally there is the element located in the upper right 
corner, these yellow stars represent the union of
different countries (European Union) and that are so 
characteristic in the Erasmus logo.
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B R A N D I N G  B O O K
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M E A N I N G

Letter B

Letter B

Lightning

Speed

Lightning

European Union/
Erasmus

European Union / Erasmus
The yellow stars, located in the 
upper right, refer to the union of 
different countries (European 
union) and Erasums.

The B is the letter has a greater visual load in the logo and 
therefore where the focal point is located. It is formed by 
the lightning and the effect of movement or speed (related 
to the good performance of athletes).

The Lightning refers to power, speed, the thing that
differentiates a good athlete from others. It is yellow, 
creating a high contrast with the rest of the logo.
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L O G O  V A R I AT I O N S

Primary

Secundary

Short

+30mm

from 16 to 30mm

-16mm
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T Y P O G R A P H Y

R E G U L A R

A V E N I R

A V E N I R

B O L D  O B L I Q U E

S M A RT E S T  B U S I N E S S  C A R D
I N  T H E  M A R K E T

A V E N I RR E G U L A R

W E L C O M E  T O  T H E  F U T U R E

Social and business card all in one! Fill your information in your account profile and share 
it with your new friends and potential customers. You can update your information within 

seconds, eliminating the necessity to re-print disposable paper business card.

One-time payment for a lifelong business card; including support and updates.
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A P P  I C O N

I O S

Designed under the parameters
and guidel ines of IOS.

A n d r o i d

Designed under the parameters
and guidel ines of Android.
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DESCRIPTION AND JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROJECT 
Each of the elements of this logo has been thought and designed to transmit the values of the BLA project 
summarized in: confidence, improvement, sport, studies, optimism and fighter. So each of its characteristics has a 
reason to be. 

The colours have been chosen according to the study of "the psychology of colour", which explains the behaviour 
of humans when faced with different colours. In this case the ones used are: 
• Blue is capable of transmitting confidence, sympathy, professionalism and freedom. 
• Orange transmits youth, fun, dynamism and joy. 
• Yellow evokes happiness, intelligence, strength, concentration and optimism. 
• Red transmits strength and energy. 
• Green is capable of transmitting calm, life, health and hope. 

On the other hand, the shapes used are circles and squares. The choice of each of the shapes has to do with the 
two pillars of the project: study and sport. 

The circle tends to be related to sport, since most of the objects used in it have that shape, such as balls and 
bicycle wheels. However, the study tends to be related to a square, since most of the tools used in it have that 
shape, such as notebooks and calculators. 

Finally, the composition of the logo seeks to focus attention on the name of the project by placing its initials in 
the middle of it.
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TECHNICAL BROCHURE 
BUILDING COMPONENTS 
Taking as an example the logo with dimensions of 2,29cmx2,65cm it will be decomposed in its different 
constituent elements: a squares, a circle and two typographic elements. 

SQUARE 
The square is made without filling and with a border and then it is turned by 45º. 
 
As for the dimensions, it will be 1,58x1,58 (cm) with a thickness of 0,18cm.  

Aesthetically  it present a gradient formed by the colours yellow (R255; G240; B86) and blue (R22; G231; B207). 

CIRCLE 
The circle, like the squares, has no filling and has an edge thickness of 0,07cm and a diameter of 1,9cm. 
 
Aesthetically it has a gradient formed by the colours red (R255; G100; B78) and green (R136; G250; B78) 

TYPOGRAPHY 
There are two typographical elements.  
The first one is the initials of the "BLA" project, written with the Artifakt Element typography at a size of 15pt.  

The second one corresponds to the full name of the project "Be Like an Athlete", written with the Artifakt Element 
typography at a size of 7pt. 

Both fonts have a grey colour (R94; G93; B94) 

Be Like an Athlete

BLA

Be Like an Athlete

BLA

2,
65

 c
m

2,29cm

0,18 cm

1,5
8 cm

1,58 cm

0,07 cm

1,9 cm

Be Like an Athlete

BLA
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LOGO CONSTRUCTION 
Having clear each of the characteristics of the elements that make up the logo, we will proceed to explain how it 
was built. 

The square, the circle and the word "BLA" will be perfectly centered. The top three corners of the square will go 
below the circle, while the bottom corner will go above the circle. 

Finally, add "Be Like an Athlete" at the bottom, 0,22 cm from the square. 

MINIMAL DIMENSIONS 
Taking into account the characteristics of the logo, the minimum dimension to which it may be subjected is 
1,15x1,32 (cm) 

COLOUR BACKGROUND BEHAVIOUR 
The logo is designed to be used on both black and white backgrounds without the use of a margin, simply by 
changing the color of the fonts from gray to white. 

However, if the background on which it is placed is a different colour from white or black, a white margin of 
2.43x2.94 (cm) should be used. (using the proportions of the main example: 2,05cmx2,54cm). 

BLABLA

Be Like an Athlete

BLABLABe Like an Athlete

0,22 cm

Be Like an Athlete

BLA

Be Like an Athlete

BLA

Be Like an Athlete

BLA

Be Like an Athlete

BLA

Be Like an Athlete

BLA

Be Like an Athlete

BLA
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Be Like an Athlete

BLA

Be Like an Athlete

BLA
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Be Like an Athlete

BLA

Be Like an Athlete

BLA
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Be Like an Athlete

BLA

Be Like an Athlete

BLA
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Be Like an Athlete

BLA

Be Like an Athlete

BLA
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DESCRIPTION AND JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROJECT 
Each of the elements of this logo has been thought and designed to transmit the values of the BLA project 
summarized in: confidence, improvement, sport, studies, optimism and fighter. So each of its characteristics has a 
reason to be. 

The colours have been chosen according to the study of "the psychology of colour", which explains the behaviour 
of humans when faced with different colours. In this case the ones used are: 
• Blue is capable of transmitting confidence, sympathy, professionalism and freedom. 
• Orange transmits youth, fun, dynamism and joy. 
• Yellow evokes happiness, intelligence, strength, concentration and optimism. 
• Red transmits strength and energy. 
• Green is capable of transmitting calm, life, health and hope. 

On the other hand, the shapes used are circles and squares. The choice of each of the shapes has to do with the 
two pillars of the project: study and sport. 

The circle tends to be related to sport, since most of the objects used in it have that shape, such as balls and 
bicycle wheels. However, the study tends to be related to a square, since most of the tools used in it have that 
shape, such as notebooks and calculators. 

Finally, the composition of the logo seeks to focus attention on the name of the project by placing its initials in 
the middle of it.
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TECHNICAL BROCHURE 
BUILDING COMPONENTS 
Taking as an example the logo with dimensions of 2,05cmx2,45cm (Figure 1) it will be decomposed in its different 
constituent elements: two squares, a circle and two typographic elements (Figure 2). 
 

 
 

SQUARE 
Both squares have the same constructive characteristics. First a square is made without filling and with a border 
and then it is turned by 45º. 
 
As for the dimensions, the first one (square 1) will be 1,31x1,31 (cm) with a thickness of 0,11cm.  

 
The second one (square 2) will have smaller dimensions being these 0,92x0,92 (cm) and a thickness of 0,04cm. 

Aesthetically both present a gradient formed by the colours yellow (R255; G240; B86) and blue (R22; G231; B207) 

CIRCLE 
The circle, like the squares, has no filling and has an edge thickness of 0,04cm and a diameter of 1,31cm. 

Aesthetically it has a gradient formed by the colours red (R255; G100; B78) and green (R136; G250; B78) 
 

TYPOGRAPHY 
There are two typographical elements.  
The first one is the initials of the "BLA" project, written with the Artifakt Element typography at a size of 14pt.  

Be Like an Athlete

BLA

2,
45

 c
m

2,05 cm

Be Like an Athlete

BLA

0,11 cm

1,3
1 c

m1,31 cm

0,92 c
m

0,04 cm

0,92 cm

1,31 cm

0,04 cm

BLA
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The second one corresponds to the full name of the project "Be Like an Athlete", written with the Artifakt Element 
typography at a size of 7pt. 

Both fonts have a black colour (R0; G0; B0) 

LOGO CONSTRUCTION 
Having clear each of the characteristics of the elements that make up the logo, we will proceed to explain how it 
was built. 

The central element is the square 1, inside which the word "BLA" will be perfectly centered. 

Circle is then added at a distance of 0,49 cm from square 1. It will be added in the background 

 
Square 2 is then added at a distance of 0,2 cm from square 1. It will be added in the background. 

Finally, add "Be Like an Athlete" at the bottom, 0,2 cm from square 1. 

MINIMAL DIMENSIONS 
Taking into account the characteristics of the logo, the minimum dimension to which it may be subjected is 
1,15x1,32 (cm) 

Be Like an Athlete

BLA BLA

BLA

0,2 cm

BLA

BLA BLA
0,49 cm

Be Like an Athlete BLA

Be Like an Athlete

BLA
0,2 cm
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COLOUR BACKGROUND BEHAVIOUR 
The logo is designed to be used on both black and white backgrounds without the use of a margin, simply by 
changing the color of the fonts from gray to white. 

However, if the background on which it is placed is a different colour from white or black, a white margin of 
2.43x2.94 (cm) should be used. (using the proportions of the main example: 2,05cmx2,54cm). 

Be Like an Athlete

BLA

Be Like an Athlete

BLA

Be Like an Athlete

BLA

Be Like an Athlete

BLA

Be Like an Athlete

BLA

Be Like an Athlete

BLA
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Be Like an Athlete

BLA

Be Like an Athlete

BLA
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Be Like an Athlete

BLA

Be Like an Athlete

BLA
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Be Like an Athlete

BLA

Be Like an Athlete

BLA
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Be Like an Athlete

BLA

Be Like an Athlete

BLA
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DESCRIPTION AND JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROJECT 
Each of the elements of this logo has been thought and designed to transmit the values of the BLA project 
summarized in: confidence, improvement, sport, studies, optimism and fighter. So each of its characteristics has a 
reason to be. 

The colours have been chosen according to the study of "the psychology of colour", which explains the behaviour 
of humans when faced with different colours. In this case the ones used are: 
• Blue is capable of transmitting confidence, sympathy, professionalism and freedom. 
• Orange transmits youth, fun, dynamism and joy. 
• Yellow evokes happiness, intelligence, strength, concentration and optimism. 
• Red transmits strength and energy. 
• Green is capable of transmitting calm, life, health and hope. 

On the other hand, the shapes used are circles and squares. The choice of each of the shapes has to do with the 
two pillars of the project: study and sport. 

The circle tends to be related to sport, since most of the objects used in it have that shape, such as balls and 
bicycle wheels. However, the study tends to be related to a square, since most of the tools used in it have that 
shape, such as notebooks and calculators. 

Finally, the composition of the logo seeks to focus attention on the name of the project by placing its initials in 
the middle of it.
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TECHNICAL BROCHURE 
BUILDING COMPONENTS 
Taking as an example the logo with dimensions of 2,05cmx2,54cm it will be decomposed in its different 
constituent elements: two squares, a circle and two typographic elements. 
 
 

 

SQUARE 
Both squares have the same constructive characteristics. First a square is made without filling and with a border 
and then it is turned by 45º. 

As for the dimensions, the first one (square 1) will be 1,34x1,34 (cm) with a thickness of 0,11cm.  

 
The second one (square 2) will have smaller dimensions being these 1,09x1,09 (cm) and a thickness of 0,1cm.  

Aesthetically both present a gradient formed by the colours yellow (R255; G240; B86) and blue (R22; G231; B207) 

CIRCLE 
The circle, like the squares, has no filling and has an edge thickness of 0,09cm and a diameter of 1,34cm. 
 
Aesthetically it has a gradient formed by the colours red (R255; G100; B78) and green (R136; G250; B78) 

TYPOGRAPHY 
There are two typographical elements.  
The first one is the initials of the "BLA" project, written with the Artifakt Element typography at a size of 15pt.  

Be Like an Athlete
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The second one corresponds to the full name of the project "Be Like an Athlete", written with the Artifakt Element 
typography at a size of 7pt. 

Both fonts have a grey colour (R94; G94; B94) 

LOGO CONSTRUCTION 
Having clear each of the characteristics of the elements that make up the logo, we will proceed to explain how it 
was built. 
 
The central element is the square 1, inside which the circle and the word "BLA" will be perfectly centered. 

 
Square 2 is then added at a distance of 0,27 cm from square 1. It will be added in the background 

Finally, add "Be Like an Athlete" at the bottom, 0,17 cm from square 1. 

MINIMAL DIMENSIONS 
Taking into account the characteristics of the logo, the minimum dimension to which it may be subjected is 
1,15x1,32 (cm) 

COLOUR BACKGROUND BEHAVIOUR 
The logo is designed to be used on both black and white backgrounds without the use of a margin, simply by 
changing the color of the fonts from gray to white. 

Be Like an Athlete

Be Like an Athlete

BLA

Be Like an Athlete

BLA

Be Like an Athlete
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Be Like an Athlete
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BLA BLA
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However, if the background on which it is placed is a different colour from white or black, a white margin of 
2.43x2.94 (cm) should be used. (using the proportions of the main example: 2,05cmx2,54cm). 

Be Like an Athlete

BLA
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Be Like an Athlete

BLA

Be Like an Athlete

BLA
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Be Like an Athlete

BLA

Be Like an Athlete

BLA
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Be Like an Athlete

BLA

Be Like an Athlete

BLA
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Be Like an Athlete

BLA

Be Like an Athlete

BLA
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Description of the project. 
 

For the development of this project, its own needs have been taken into account. The logo had 

to be suitable for small and digital formats; and must show the characteristics of the “Be Like 

an Athlete” project. Also, the logo as such bears a similarity to some fitness products, in order 

to bring the university field closer to sport. 

Firstly, the shape of the logo is rectangular with two rounded corners, seeking to combine the 

seriousness of the study (straight corners), with the dynamism and naturalness of the sports 

(round corners). 

Regarding typography, a thick and aggressive typeface has been used to transmit intensity and 

strength, typical of both study and sport, in this case. 

Finally, the color used has been orange. A warm color like this, halfway between red and 

yellow (both extremes of warm colors), makes it transmit a feeling of familiarity and closeness, 

an essential part of this project. 
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POSITIVE, NEGATIVE & PEN VERSION
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LOGO CONSTRUCTION 

On the right, It can 
be seen how the logo 
was built from scratch

bb b
a

a

a

b
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PROTECTION AREA

When using the 
brand, it is necessary 
that we take into ac-
count the indicated 
protection area for 
the brand to “brea-
the”.

In this case, we have 
used an element of 
the symbol itself to 
delimit this space (le-
tter “B”)
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MAIN AND SECONDARY VERSION

The logo will have 
two usable versions.

The main one dis-
posed on top, used 
mainly for igital pur-
poses; and a secon-
dary version used for 
printing or adverti-
sing reasons

Main

Secondary
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LOGO TYPOGRAPHY

Teko is an Open 
Source typeface that 
currently supports 
the Devanagari and 
Latin scripts. This 
font family has been 
created for use in 
headlines and other 
display-sized text on 
screen.

In this case, is going 
to be used as the 
main logo typeface, 
used on headlines 
too

Teko Medium
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNÑOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnñopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 

Teko Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNÑOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnñopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
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MAIN TEXT TYPOGRAPHIES

Futura is a sans serif 
typeface designed by 
Paul Renner in 1927. 
This typeface will 
provide freshness to 
the proyect without 
neglecting professio-
nalism.

It must be used for 
long texts (main body 
typeface)

Futura Bk BT
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNÑOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnñopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 

Futura Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNÑOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnñopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 
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COLOR PALETTE

The color palette is 
quite basic, but it fits 
perfectly with the pro-
yect

PANTONE Neutral 
Black C

CMYK        
74/64/60/78

RGB             
0/105/130

LAB            
13/-1/0

HSB             
22ª/0%/13%

PANTONE 1585 C

CMYK              
0/68/91/0

RGB              
255/108/14

LAB                
40/50/35

HSB                      
22ª/94%/100%
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APPLICATION BASED ON BACKGROUND

Over white background Over corporative color

Over non-corporative color
(low contrast)

Over non-corporative color
(high contrast)
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WRONG USES

Deformed

Wrong color use Shadows or effects applied Typeface modification

Pixelated Rotated
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Description and justification of the project 

This logo design is focus on the main concept of Be Like An Athlete Project. The 
acronyms BLA are used as the essential element of the logo. In addition, in the 
center of the logotype we can find a silhouette of an athlete. Both components 
are inside a circumference in order to highlight and make clear what the goal 
is. 

It was decided to use a youthful colour, rather than just black, white or one 
unic colour. The chosen one is turquoise blue. It is presented as a friendly and 
happy colour enjoying life. It is a good colour to have around anyone. Also, it 
helps you to think clearly and make decisions. Turquoise blue helps in the 
development of organizational and management skills. I think it is a good 
choice, as it is completely related to young people who have to decide in 
many occasions about their future. In this case whether to combine their 
studies and sport together, for instance. 

I wanted to transmit that each student has a goal that they have to reach and 
sport is a very good and perseverance example. 
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Montserrat 
Alternatives Black

ABCDEFGHIJKL
ÑOPKRSTVWXYZ

abcdefghijkl
mnñopqrstvwxyz

1234567890

Identity manual

PANTONE 3242C
C54,39 M0 Y24 K0
R122 G200 B203

Black
C0 M0 Y0 K100
R29 G29 B27

Minimal dimensions:

Minimum margins

6 mm 20 px
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Be Like An Athlete                                                                                                        Justification 

Justification 
 

The logo created for this competition wants to reflect a symbiosis between the youth and               
the sport, two of the main values of the project. Different graphic elements have been chosen to                 
try to communicate both of them. The aim of the current document is transmitting how the                
design process has been developed, from the starting point to the submission of the proposal.  
 

Our idea arises through thinking about logos related to sport in general. We came up               
with the idea of being inspired by the ones of American franchises such as those of basketball                 
(NBA), football (NFL) or baseball (MLB), as they attract attention through colour, graphic             
elements and very specific typographies. This way we avoid making a proposal without             
character, without personality and without differentiating ourselves from other associations and           
entities. American logos are also close to the fans and even to the sportsmen themselves,               
creating a link between them. This is what we want to achieve with our logo: a recognizable                 
image international students are identified with. 
 

Various graphic elements are used for the composition. All of them have a meaning              
according to the values exposed in the last paragraph: 

 
- Two outer circles that resemble medals, one of the most extended awards at the              

competitions of all categories. 
- A laurel wreath, the element with which the winners were awarded in ancient times. 
- A world map, to show the scope of the project. 
- The name of the project, to identify the logo with the project. 

 
We want to give a certain importance to the typography, accompanying it with other              

graphic elements without losing its strength. To do this we use shadows, reflexes and intense               
colors that stand out among the background, providing that necessary force to the text.  

 
Cheerful colors have been chosen. These are the orange, the green and the blue which               

can be identified as the main ones of the illustration. By the use of this palette, the youth and all                    
the positive feelings around this stage of life are tried to be transmitted. The orange stands out                 
over the other colors because it is used in the main element, the principal word of the name of                   
the project, as well as in the outer circles, creating a whole. 

 
Due to the points described, we consider the proposal achieves all the demands             

required for the project. 
 
 
 

1 
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Be Like An Athlete                                                                                                       User Manual 

User manual 
 

 
 

The logo presented must respect these requirements while using it in digital and printed              
contexts.  
 
 

a) Margins: 
 
The free space around the logo must be at least half of the basic height and                

width unit. In this area other graphic elements or logos should not be placed. Also, this                
area must be respected when to establish the distance from the margins of the page.               
Although this is the minimum space, it should be increased when possible.  

 

 
 

1  
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Be Like An Athlete                                                                                                       User Manual 

b) Colours:  
 

We use five main colors for our final logo: orange, blue, green, gray and white.               
The color gramuts for printed and digital uses are the following: 

 
- CMYK:  

 

 
 

- RGB:  
 

 
 

The colours orange and grey are used with different opacities: The orange is             
used at the word “Athlete” and the outer circle with the specified codes and 100% of                
opacity, while at the inner one, the percentage used is 65%. In case of the grey, the                 
100% of opacity is used at the shadows of the three words, while the world map at the                  
background has a 20% of it. 

2  
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Be Like An Athlete                                                                                                       User Manual 

c) Typography: 
 
The font used for the development of the logo of the Be Like An Athlete project is                 

the “Haglos Regular”, obtained through the website Dafont. This font can also be used in               
documents and websites related with the project.  

 

 
 
The link for the download is the following: https://www.dafont.com/es/haglos.font 
 
 

d) Minimum dimensions:  
 
The logo presented must occupy at least an square of 30 x 30 mm in any                

support even physical or digital. 
 

 
 
 

3  
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When I first discover Be Like an Athlete and the contest it was promoting, I 

could not avoid bringing back memories from my own experience. I did athletics from 

ages nine to sixteen and the reason I stopped was because I did not have time for both 

my studies and competitive running. Since finding solutions for students who are in that 

situation, without them abandoning neither their education nor their sports career, is one 

of the objectives of this project, that was a major motivation for me to try to collaborate 

in some way.  

 

Focusing on the image of Be Like an Athlete (from now on referred to as BLA) 

itself, it was hard to try to create one that did not exclude any sport. Establishing this 

goal, I decided to create the outer ovals as a reference to an athletics’ running track, 

which usually contain within its inner perimeter a rectangular field. I used this concept 

to represent sports which are played on the land, since the rectangle is the common 

court or field shape of many of these sports, at least the most popular ones 

internationally (which, according to the Sports Show website, are: football, cricket, 

basketball). Since the ovals have a close perimeter, they also symbolize infinity, being a 

reference to the idea that you can keep studying without renouncing to sport practice. 

To symbolize water and air sports, I decided to use blue to colour the ovals. Blue is 

also, in the words of the colour theorist Angela Wright, one of the four psychological 

primary colours. More specifically, colour blue is related to the mind and intellect. It 

conveys (among other sensations) intelligence and logic, communication, efficiency and 

trust, which I believe, after reading the objectives of BLA, are values that the project 

might be interested in transmiting. Furthermore, these aspects are also greatly connected 

to a good education, which is graphically represented by the graduation cap, which is 

also a symbol of academic success.  

 

The last element that composes my proposal is the full name of BLA. Since this 

project is just starting, I believe that it is best to include its full name. Adding a logotype 

to the isotype will make the BLA Project easier to understand and recognise for those 

people who are not involved in it at all or those who know about the project but it is not 

part of their daily life. Since the name is not legible when the logo is scaled below 25 

millimetres (width), I have created a second version of it with the acronym of the 

project (BLA) in the centre of the graduation cap, in contrast with its dark blue. This 

version was created to be used when there is the necessity to scale the image between 
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25 and down to 15 millimetres, but it can also be used for a larger format even if that is 

not the situation it was initially made for.  

 

Finally, the general concept I want to develop with this proposal is that it is 

possible to have enough time to study and to keep practicing sports. It is possible to 

keep on "track" with everything.  
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Be Like an Athlete really seems to me a beautiful initiative, but not deprived of 

effort and difficulties in order to carry it out. That was the reason I want to collaborate 

in some way with this project, because it looks like a challenge, just like the fact of 

creating a logotype to represent such a relevant project for dual athletes.   

 

The concept I want to develop with my proposal is the objective of Be Like an 

Athlete of drawing a sociopsychological profile of dual athletes in order to create a 

balanced situation for children who are studying as well as practicing a sport, without 

them having the feeling they cannot keep getting good results in both contexts.  

 

Focusing on this objective, I pursued the idea of being successful and achieving 

personal objectives in both, sports and academic studies. Because of this, I used a 

graduation cap to represent being successful at school, understood as being able to 

graduate and get a diploma. On the other hand, the medal symbolises success at sports. 

Pursuing this concept, it came to my mind the idea that (possibly) the major 

achievement, competitive-wise, for an athlete, would be to compete at the Olympic 

Games, hence the colour choice, inspired by the rings (and the white background) of the 

Olympics' flag. These colours (blue, yellow, black, green, red and white) are the ones 

that appear on all the national flags existing in the world at the moment, therefore they 

are also present in the flags of the nations that take part in this project.  

 

The acronym of the project (BLA) is included on the medal with the purpose of 

making the image recognizable since, being a project that is just starting, people are not 

as used to connect the logo with the initiative as if it would happen if the project has 

been a part of their daily lives for some time.  
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BE LIKE AN ATHLETE 

 

This little jumper arises from the idea of trying to represent teaching in a sports icon. 

The figure of the pole jumper as a sportsman is chosen and its main complement, the pole vault, 

is replaced by a pencil. The pencil that represents education will help the little jumper to push 

himself forward and accomplish his goals. 
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Use of BLA logo,
Be like an Athlete

BLA
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1. Colour coding

CMYK
C=0, M=0:, Y=0, K= 100

BLA
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Reduced version 20x20 mm

Reduced version works better without the 
word “BLA”. It works in dimensions up to 
20x20 mm. 

2. Minimum dimensions 

BLA
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3. Elements

This simple pole-vaulter is a student-driven athlete. 
In this case the pencil represents the study part, and the jumper the athlete

Pencil that works like a pole

pole vaulter

BLA
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4. Components
The logo comes from a sketch, so it has no geometrical references.

The following elements are used to create the pencil tips:

BLA
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5. Colour logo behaviour

BLA BLA BLA

BLABLA BLA
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BLA

BLA
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BLA

BLA
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BLA

BLA
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BLA

BLA
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BLA

Brand description.

BLA

Brand description.
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page 2

Connection stands for neuronal 
relationships that occur in mental 
processes. Connection stands 
for social relationships. And it 
stands as well for connection 
that happens between sport and 
psycho-sociological skills.

Sport and movement make 
dynamic trajectories that can 
shape different paths.

Conceptualization.
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page 3

Taking a glance at sport-related 
brands, they often use just sans 
serif typography to communicate 
who they are. Sometimes this 
typography is accompanied by 
a very simple sign, but it is not 
always necessary. A logotype 
shouldn’t say a lot: it should just 
be an identification of who we are. 
And the simpler, the better, so that 
it can be easily adapted to different 
applications and environments.
So this logotype will be a simple 
form, which acts as a typography 
saying the name of the project, 
so that no other text is needed. 
However, it is not really typography: 
it is one single shape which, curved 
in different ways, define the three 
letters of the name. And each letter 
intertwines with the next making 
circles that would remind us of the 
Olympic Games brand, which make 
the spectator feel the movement 
and the connection while reading it.

Chosen font is Montserrat with 
stylistic alternatives from Open 
Type. Sans Serif fonts showed 
as more appropriate for this use, 
as they look more modern, and 
make a stronger visual impact.
The alternative style gives 
Montserrat rounded shapes 
which make it more coherent 
with the curved trajectories of the 
lines which shape the logotype.
The main version of the logotype 
has no typography. However, 
in case of text needed, this is the 
font suggested by the manual.
A version of the logotype with 
text may be used as explained in 
the manual.

Form. Typography.
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page 4

In order to communicate this duality between sport and academic, 
physical and mental, two complementary colours are chosen for the 
different elements of the form.
Violet is a colour of intellectuality and knowledge. It represents future 
and leadership, imagination and dreams, while it stands for balance (as 
it itself is a balance between red and blue). So it is a colour for mental 
skill and also for the new and the modern. A bold and powerful colour.
Orange inspires youth, fun and intense social life. It is also the colour of 
creativity, and evokes action and activity. That is maybe why it is often 
used in sport products. It complements violet without being too much 
contrasting, as both have some red in them.
In our logotype, blue-violet colours the most meaningful letters in the 
phrase: B and A, “Be” and “Athlete”. While orange puts an accent in the 
middle letter, making the whole more legible and providing dynamism.

Colours.

BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!

BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
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Logotype Manual

BLA

Logotype Manual
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Form
Colour
Variations
Behaviour

Reticule	is	measured	
out	of	a	value	
called	“x”,	which,	in	
construction	size,	is	
25px.
Construction	size	of	
the	logotype	is:
21x	x	16x	=	525	x	400	px.
31x	x	26x	=	775	x	650	px	
(with	borders).
The	object	is	
generated	in	perfect	
pixels	so	that	it	can	
easily	used	in	web.
Security	space	around:	
circle’s	radius	(5x).
It	is	125px	in	
construction	size	with	
perfect	pixels.

Reticule	is	measured	out	of	a	value	called	“x”,	which,	in	construction	size,	
is	25px.	Line	thickness	is	2x	(50px	in	construction	size).
Construction	size	of	each	circle	is	10x	diameter,	and	the	total	height	of	the	
logotype	elevates	6x	more.	This	is	a	ratio	of	5	out	of	3,	which	is	given	by	
golden	ratio	(1,	2,	3,	5,	8,	13,	21...).

Construction and security space.
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Form
Colour
Variations
Behaviour

Minimum dimensions.

10mm	wide	(print).
50px	wide	(digital).

10	mm 50	px

In	digital	environment,	
icons	have	a	tiny	size	and	
must	still	be	recognizable.
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Form
Colour
Variations
Behaviour

Typography.

BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE	LIKE	AN	ATHLETE!
be	like	an	athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!

BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE	LIKE	AN	ATHLETE!
be	like	an	athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!

Montserrat with 
stylistic alternative.
Montserrat	is	a	sans	serif	
family	with	multiple	
possibilities.
It	has	a	lot	of	different	
weights,	with	their	
respective	italics.
Also,	being	an	Open	
Type	font	offers	us	two	
different	styles:
alternative	style	makes	
some	traces	curve,	giving	
them	flow	and,	in	lower	
case,	facilitating	reading
(for example, letter 
“e” has got certain 
inclination which 
facilitates reading flow).

The main version of the logotype has no typography, as the letters are 
made up of the curved geometrical forms which are defined by the 
reticule. However, in case of text needed, this is the font suggested by 
the manual. A version of the logotype with text will be shown later on.
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Form
Colour
Variations
Behaviour

Black and white. Corporative colours.

RGB 0, 0, 0
HEX-HTML #000000
CMYK 0, 0, 0, 100

RGB 94, 111, 206
HEX-HTML #5E6FCE
CMYK 71, 56, 0, 0

RGB 255, 255, 255
HEX-HTML #FFFFFF
CMYK 0, 0, 0, 0

RGB 243, 137, 38
HEX-HTML #F38926
CMYK 0, 50, 93, 0

RGB	66,	86,	197
HEX-HTML	#4256C5
CMYK	83,	66,	0,	0

Pantone
2726C
100%	*

Pantone 2726C - 85% *

Pantone 715C

Black

White
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Form
Colour
Variations
Behaviour

Whole project name.

Construction	size	of	the	
logotype	is:
525	x	480	px.
775	x	730	px	(with	borders).
Security	space	around:	
circle’s	radius.
It	is	125px	in	construction	
size	with	perfect	pixels.
For	logotype	in	
construction	size,	font	size	
is	57pt	Bold.

200	px
30	mm 30	mm

In	case	the	whole	project	
name	is	needed	in	
applications	with	medium-
large	size,	this	option	could	
be	used.
Also,	it	opens	a	door	
to	different	writing	
options	depending	on	
communication	needs	for	
the	project.

A4Minimum dimensions.

30mm	wide	(print).
200px	wide	(digital).
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Form
Colour
Variations
Behaviour

Possible variations.

Allowed variations:
Black&White,	corporative	
colours	combination,	and	one	
corporative	colour,	all	of	them	
from	100%	tint	until	0%	(white).
No	deformations.

Not allowed 
variations:
Deformations,	changes	
in	elements	or	colours	
combination,	or	use	of	
not	corporative	colours.
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Form
Colour
Variations
Behaviour

Backgrounds.

On light
backgrounds,	
mark	may	be	
applied	with	its	
corporative	colours,	
if	they	produce	
enough	contrast.
On dark 
backgrounds,	
colours	may	be	
desaturated.

Nevertheless,	
black	and	white 
versions	or	one	
colour	versions	
will	usually	work	
better	on	colour	
backgrounds	or	
photographies.
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Form
Colour
Variations
Behaviour

Graphic elements.

Curved	lines	which	shape	the	letters	in	logotype	may	be	used	as	graphic	
resources	to	communicate	ideas	such	as	movement,	thinking,	etc.

Posters	
and	other	
communication	
products:

Patterns.

Lines of direction.
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Form
Colour
Variations
Behaviour

Applications.

The	logotype	is	liable	to	appear	in	several	physical	or	digital	
applications,	those	displayed	before	being	among	them.

T-shirts	and	other	wearables.

Badges	and	merchandising.

Tablets	and	ebooks.
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Thanks for
using graphic

identity properly.

Thanks for
using graphic

identity properly.
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BLA

Brand description.

BLA

Brand description.
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page 2

Neuronal connections: neurons 
are individuals which can’t work 
but connected together. Hence 
we have the psycho-sociological 
aspect: mind and socialization are 
treated conceptually as one whole, 
making a metaphor between 
neurons and society individuals.

Movement shapes a body in an 
organic form. Moving, adaptability, 
flow... and joy as related to sport.

Conceptualization.
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Both concepts evoke different shapes, 
but eventually one shape appeared 
which could communicate both: one 
neuron-shaped body, which moved 
forward and upwards like an athlete.
Feet and hands of the body are just 
spheres, which also evoke neurons’ 
ends where the connection with 
other neurons happens. The sphere 
which plays as a head gives sense to 
the body concept, completing it as 
a person playing sport and recalling 
as well a sport ball. Besides, it is 
formally coherent with the rest of the 
fluid traces, and, by means of position 
and hue, it balances the letters which 
accompany the symbol.

Chosen font is Montserrat with 
stylistic alternatives from Open 
Type. Sans Serif fonts showed as 
more appropriate for this use, as 
they look more modern, and make 
a stronger visual impact (very 
important given that the name is 
formed but just three letters). Also, 
sans serif, with their geometry, could 
make it better with an organic but 
plane symbol.
However, most sans serif have an 
“A” with a corner top, including 
Montserrat standard style. The 
alternative style gives this letter a 
rounded shape which makes it more 
coherent with the adjacent symbol.

BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!

BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!

Form. Typography.
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In order to communicate this duality between sport and academic, 
physical and mental, two complementary colours are chosen for 
the different elements of the form (including typography).
Blue inspires harmony, balance, and is associated with 
intellectuality and technological values. It can be related to health 
too, especially in this case where it is nearer green hues than 
purple. Besides, blue is a very used colour for sports products (let’s 
think of Decathlon, for example).
Orange, as opposite of blue, inspires youth, fun and intense social 
life. It is also the colour of creativity, and evokes action and activity. 
And therefore it is often used in sports products as well.
Blue colours the neuron-shaped body as establishing a foundation 
in the form of the logotype, while orange emphasizes the head 
and, of course, the name of the project.

Colours.

BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!

BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
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BLA

Logotype Manual

BLA

Logotype Manual
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page 2

Form:
	 Construction	and	security	space.
	 Minimum	dimensions.
	 Typography.

Colour:
	 Black	and	white.
	 Corporative	colours.

Variations:
	 Whole	project	name.
	 Possible	variations.

Behaviour:
	 Backgrounds.
	 Graphic	elements.
	 Applications.

Contents.
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Form
Colour
Variations
Behaviour

Curves	are	generated	by	
golden	ratio.
Construction	size	of	the	
logotype	is:
480	x	532	px.
712	x	764	px	(with	borders).
The	object	is	generated	in	
perfect	pixels	so	that	it	can	
easily	used	in	web.
Left	foot	and	right	hand	
are	placed	at	a	tangent 
to	the	curves;	right	hand	
is	placed	at	the	tangent	
to	upper	curve	only,	so	
that	the	shape	moves	
slightly	upwards	and	
communicates	more	
dynamism.
Security	space	around:	
width	of	“A”	from	“BLA”.
It	is	116px	in	construction	
size	with	perfect	pixels.
For	logotype	in	
construction	size,	font	size	
is	180pt	Bold.

Construction and security space.
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Form
Colour
Variations
Behaviour

Minimum dimensions.

10mm	high	(print).
50px	high	(digital).

10	mm
50	px

In	digital	environment,	
icons	have	a	tiny	size	and	
must	still	be	recognizable.
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Form
Colour
Variations
Behaviour

Typography.

BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE	LIKE	AN	ATHLETE!
be	like	an	athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!

BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE	LIKE	AN	ATHLETE!
be	like	an	athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE!
be like an athlete!

Montserrat with 
stylistic alternative.
Montserrat	is	a	sans	serif	
family	with	multiple	
possibilities.
It	has	a	lot	of	different	
weights,	with	their	
respective	italics.
Also,	being	an	Open	
Type	font	offers	us	two	
different	styles:
alternative	style	makes	
some	traces	curve,	giving	
them	flow	and,	in	lower	
case,	facilitating	reading
(for example, letter 
“e” has got certain 
inclination which 
facilitates reading flow).
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Pantone
631C

Pantone
715C

Black

White

page 6

Form
Colour
Variations
Behaviour

Black and white. Corporative colours.

RGB 0, 0, 0
HEX-HTML #000000
CMYK 0, 0, 0, 100

RGB 53, 174, 199
HEX-HTML #35AEC7
CMYK 67, 2, 11, 0

RGB 255, 255, 255
HEX-HTML #FFFFFF
CMYK 0, 0, 0, 0

RGB 243, 137, 38
HEX-HTML #F38926
CMYK 0, 50, 93, 0
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Form
Colour
Variations
Behaviour

Whole project name.

Construction	size	of	the	
logotype	is:
528	x	532	px.
760	x	764	px	(with	borders).
Security	space	around:	
width	of	“A”	from	“BLA”.
It	is	116px	in	construction	
size	with	perfect	pixels.
For	logotype	in	
construction	size,	font	size	
is	74pt	ExtraBold.

100	px
20	mm

20	mm

In	case	the	whole	project	
name	is	needed	in	
applications	with	medium-
large	size,	this	option	could	
substitute	the	the	initials.
Also,	it	opens	a	door	
to	different	writing	
options	depending	on	
communication	needs	for	
the	project.

A4

Minimum dimensions.

20mm	high	(print).
100px	high	(digital).
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Form
Colour
Variations
Behaviour

Possible variations.

Allowed variations:
Black&White,	corporative	
colours	combination,	and	one	
corporative	colour,	all	of	them	
from	100%	tint	until	0%	(white).
No	deformations.

Not allowed 
variations:
Deformations,	changes	
in	elements	or	colours	
combination,	or	use	of	
not	corporative	colours.
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Form
Colour
Variations
Behaviour

Backgrounds.

On light
backgrounds,	mark	
may	be	applied	
with	its	corporative	
colours,	if	they	
produce	enough	
contrast.
On dark 
backgrounds,	
colours	may	be	
desaturated	to	50%.

Nevertheless,	
black	and	white 
versions	or	one	
colour	versions	
will	usually	work	
better	on	colour	
backgrounds	or	
photographies.
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Form
Colour
Variations
Behaviour

Graphic elements.

Both	elements	from	the	symbol	may	be	used	as	graphic	
resources	to	produce	different	communication	pieces.

Irregular:

Posters	and	other	
communication	
products:

Patterns.

Regular:

Outlined elements.
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Form
Colour
Variations
Behaviour

Applications.

The	logotype	is	liable	to	appear	in	several	physical	or	digital	
applications,	those	displayed	before	being	among	them.

T-shirts	and	other	wearables.

Badges	and	merchandising.

Tablets	and	ebooks.
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Thanks for
using graphic

identity properly.

Thanks for
using graphic

identity properly.
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BE LIKE AN ATHLETE 

 

Athena athlete.  

The idea comes from trying to reflect the idea that 

sport and intelligence are complementary. Struggling 

to maintain both aspects of life is what we want to 

reflect with this modernized and athletic Athena.  

With her shoes, her headband, and her hair up, she is 

ready to overcome all challenges.  

She also keeps her historical symbols such as the owl 

of wisdom and the spear of battle.  

This logo is somewhat complex, and as simplicity 

dictates, a reduced version has been developed with 

the elements of the owl (wisdom) and the shoe 

(sport). 

The idea would be to combine both on the platforms 

and prints to achieve a more flexible result. 

 

 

 

 

To understand the reduced version:  
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BLA

Use of BLA logo,
Be like an Athlete
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Index

1. Colour coding
2. Minimun Dimensions
3. Elements
4. Components
5. Colour background behaviour
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BLA

1. Colour coding

CMYK
C=5, M=13:, Y=72, K= 20

CMYK
C=70, M=15:, Y=0, K= 0
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Complete version 60x60 mm Reduced version 20x20 mm

In smaller versions the logo works better without colours. 
The complete version is designed for dimensions up to 
60x60. If is wanted to use the logo in a smaller version, is 
recommended using the reduced version.

the reduced version works perfectly in 
dimensions up to 20x20 mm. It is 
recommended to use in the interval between 
60x60 up to 20x20

Both work well in large versions

2. Minimum dimensions 

BLA BLA
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Owl as a representation of wisdom

3. Elements

BLA

Gathered hair and headband as a wink to sport

Sport shoes as a representation of sport

ATHENA. Goddess of war, civilization, wisdom, combat strategy, science, justice and skill.
Athena, the goddess of wisdom, who was nothing without her sneakers. This modern version of the goddess represents 
the struggle to achieve goals, sport and wisdom. The logo with its elements is thus adapted to the desired objectives of 
the BLA group.

Launches as a representation of the struggle for something
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4. Components
The logo comes from a sketch drawn by me, so it has no geometrical references.

The following elements are used to create the reduced version logo:

BLA
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5. Colour background behaviour

BLA BLA BLA BLA
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BLA
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BLA
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BLA
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BLA
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DESCRIPTION AND JUSTIFICATION  

BLA PROJECT - BE LIKE AN ATHLETE
 

The development of the logo for the BLA project consists of several significant elements in 
order to convey the idea and values sought. All of them together have been positioned in 
such a way that they invite the reader to get an idea of the meaning of the project, mainly 
based on the following mainstays: athlete students and dual careers (school + sport).

First of all, a typography is selected to endow speed to the logo. This creates a first approach 
of the logo to the sport field. To do this, a variety of the well-known Futura typography is 
used to achieve that desired movement. The use of this typography is reflected in both the 
acronym and the full name of the project.

Along with this, the field of study and school must be represented in some way, and that is 
why the symbolic “graduation cap”, has been chosen to be developed that idea. The gradua-
tion caps have a flat, square-shaped part and a tassel-shaped ornament. The best way to add 
this element was in the letter A, permissive with the structure and adaptation of the final part 
of the ornament. In order to make this adaptation, it was necessary to modify the propor-
tions of the letter A, so that the height of the letter A could be adjusted together with the 
graduation cap. The modification of both the inner and outer parts does not have a negative 
visual impact as the height of the three BLA letters remains fully equalized.

Finally, the full name is placed below the acronym BLA, giving a sense of unity and genera-
ting that speed and movement feeling earlier described. On this occasion the typography is 
not modified in any way. Alongside this typography, two stripes are added to simulate the 
famed athletic tracks. It was decided to select this option because it is a good graphic solu-
tion to represent the sports area in a project for student athletes. The orange-red color, which 
distinguish the athletic tracks, together with fine horizontal white lines, form the lanes of 
this sports facility. The number of lanes that an athletics track usually has (8) is reduced by 
half, in order to simplify the idea, by the use  of 3 white lines, coinciding with the number 
of letters of the project's acronym (BLA). The graduation cap ornament gets the same oran-
ged colour to achieve the final unity of the logo.

With all this, a symbiosis between studio and sport is created, squaring the structure of the 
logo and generating a clean and effective visual appeal.
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user manual
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INDEX

1

1. Dimensions
2. Margins
3. Colors
4. Typography
5. Backgrounds
6. Applications
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1. DIMENSIONS

2

x 3/4x

8x
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1. DIMENSIONS

3

main

minimum

50mm

25mm 15mm
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2. MARGINS

4

x

x

x

Minimum margin ratio
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3. COLORS

5

Pantone P Process Black C

Pantone P 1-1 C

(CMYK Space)

Pantone P 48-15 C
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4. TYPOGRAPHY

6

Futura ExtraBold Condensed Italic BT

BLA - BE LIKE AN ATHLETE
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5. BACKGROUNDS

7

Use white version for dark backgrounds
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6. APPLICATIONS

8
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Description and justification of the project


During the creation process for this Logo, the first step was identifying the most most 
common and differential elements in relation to dual careers (student athletes). These 
elements were difficult to select since in terms of sport there is a large amount and 
selecting one that represents all types of sports isn’t an easy task. However, the one thing 
that all sport and physical activities in general have in common is the energy, the 
perseverance, the blood flow and the pulse. Therefor, the selected element to represent 
sports was the life line. As for the university, what better element than the iconic university 
cap. These two elements were combined so that the logo is simple and at the same time 
represents what is required for the project. In turn, its shape has been built to be easy to 
remember, this means that it is identifiable. This has been achieved by going down to the 
smallest detail and simplifying it to the maximum. As a result, a logo with a sporty but 
elegant character is reached and thus creating movement in the design. In addition, since 
today what prevails is digital media, the Logo has been catered to its demands, allowing 
the opportunity to only use the icon as the protagonist, for example, in apps or on 
websites.
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Brand Guidelines
Logo & Color
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The Logo

(BLA) Be Like an Athlete Brand Guidelines
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(BLA) Be Like an Athlete Brand Guidelines

The Logo

The BLA logo is the combination of the 
wordmark with the icon.

The icon is formed of the university cap 
and the life line, uniting sport and universi-
ty.

With the intention that the logo always 
looks its best, we urge you to follow this 
manual.

The Wordmark

The Logo

The Icon
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The Logo

The space between the icon and the work-
mark is equal to the height of the capital 
letters.

(BLA) Be Like an Athlete Brand Guidelines
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The Exclusion Zone

The Exclusion Zone ensures the legilibility 
and impact of the Logo by isolating it from 
competing visual elements such as text 
and supporting graphics.

This zone should be considered as the 
absolute minimum safe distance, in most 
cases the Logo should be given even more 
room to breath.

The exclusion zone is equal to half the 
height of the icon (marked as x in the dia-
gram)

(BLA) Be Like an Athlete Brand Guidelines
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The Exclusion Zone

Examples

This page illustrates why the blank space 
is so important. In the top two examples, 
other elements come much too close to the 
BLA logo, creating a cramped and messy 
visual.

The bottom two Examples show correct 
treatment of the Logo and the Exclusion 
Zone. By respeting the Exclusion Zone we 
ensure the Logo stands out and looks its 
best.

(BLA) Be Like an Athlete Brand Guidelines

NO NO

YES YES
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The Icon

Under certain circumstances the icon will 
be use on its own instead of the full Logo 
mark. Such as an app or when it has to fit 
inside of a square.  

While the Icon can exist without the 
Wordmark, the Wordmark should never 
exist without the icon.

(BLA) Be Like an Athlete Brand Guidelines

The Icon
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The Icon

The Icon Exclusion Zone

If you are using the Icon instead of the 
Logo, the same exclusion rules apply.

(BLA) Be Like an Athlete Brand Guidelines
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Minimum Sizes

The Icon Exclusion Zone

Digital
To ensure legibility and impact, the BLA 
Logo should never be reproduced smaller 
than 90 px in any digital communication.

Print
To ensure legibility and impact, the BLA 
Logo should never be reproduced smaller 
than 40 mm in any print communication.

(BLA) Be Like an Athlete Brand Guidelines

Print
40 mm

Print
18 mm

Digital
90 px

Digital
47 px
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Colors

(BLA) Be Like an Athlete Brand Guidelines
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Color

These are the colors which are used in the 
Logo.

(BLA) Be Like an Athlete Brand Guidelines

RGB 111, 176, 164

74, 0, 42, 0 85, 36, 31, 0 0, 70, 91,0 0, 38, 91, 0

74, 128, 154 208, 117, 46 227, 173, 55

CMYK
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Typography

The typography used in this Logo is Sofia 
Pro.

(BLA) Be Like an Athlete Brand Guidelines

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklm 
nopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890

Sofia Pro
Medium

Sofia Pro
Bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklm 
nopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890
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Logo Color Options

The Logo can be presented in diferents 
colors, always trying to create contrast 
when it is uses.

(BLA) Be Like an Athlete Brand Guidelines
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Behavior with different backgrounds

Here it shows how the Logo can be used in 
its different colors to create more impact. 

(BLA) Be Like an Athlete Brand Guidelines
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Thank you.

(BLA) Be Like an Athlete Brand Guidelines
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Description and justification of 
the project  
Starting from the given briefing and having studied what are the objectives of this 
organization and its way of working, I began to design based on the key words they gave 
us: Student-athletes; Dual Careers (School + Sport); Social-Psychological Competencies; 
New Technologies.


The objective is to mix studies with sports, so I decided to combine both concepts. 
Searching the internet for the keywords I got images of athletes, running tracks, podium, 
books, children ... I started to sketch, and I combined the drawing of a book with one of 
an Olympic crown (crown of olive branches), which was the distinction of the winners of 
the Olympic Games held by the ancient Greeks in the city of Olympia. Clearly this symbol 
that I have created relates the concept of winner, person who reaches the goal, to the 
educational career of a child.


As for color, I decided to combine blue and yellow according to their meaning, checking 
that they are colors that are very close to being complementary and make good contrast 
between them, in addition to being two of the primary colors.

Among the symbolism and meaning of the color yellow we can find: youth, joy, 
happiness, optimism, friendship, intelligence, fun, creativity, knowledge ... It is the 
symbolic color of the sun, of light, of human rationality.

Among the symbolism and meaning of the color blue we can find: confidence, sympathy, 
tranquility, fidelity, security, sportsmanship, science, nobility …


236 words, 1454 characters.
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CORPORATE
IDENTITY MANUAL
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PRIMARY LOGO SPACING

SIZING

B L A

B L A B L A

Print Digital

15 mm 57 px

B L A

x

x

x

x
3x

3x
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SIZING

SECONDARY LOGO SPACING

B L A

B L A B L A

Print Digital

15 mm 57 px

B L A

x

x

x

x
3x

3x
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COLOUR PALETTE PRIMARY TIPOGRAPHY

SECONDARY TIPOGRAPHY

PANTONE    P 115-6-C
CMYK   C67,55 M0,11 Y0 K0
RGB   R41 G189 B239 

PANTONE P 115-15-C
CMYK   C76,38 M20,26 Y1,93 K0,01
RGB   R0  G158  B215 

PANTONE P 4-15-C
CMYK   C11,95 M14,19 Y88,29 K0,59
RGB   R233 G206 B44 

PANTONE P 1-15-C
CMYK   C11,14 M7,26 Y83,88 K0,06
RGB   R237 G218 B58

Times New Roman Regular

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N Ñ O P Q 
R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n ñ o p q r s t u v 
w x y z 

Arial Regular

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N Ñ O P 
Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n ñ o p q r s t 
u v w x y z 
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CONTEXTUAL EXAMPLE
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B L A

B L A

B L A
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B L A

B L A

B L A
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B L A

B L A

B L A
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B L A

B L A

B L A
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DESCRIPTION AND JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROJECT 

The basic idea was “The hare and the tortoise” Aesop’s fable where the hare 

represents the athletes and the tortoise, the will of not giving up. These two 

suggestions match in the sense of showing the possible mixture between 

committed athletes and their power to keep studying at the same time. 

There is where the patience and the spirit of achievement come into play. 

In the logo, the hare is at the forefront because the sporty part of athletes is 

the first thing someone sees. However, that skillset that the tortoise 

represents is also there, even though is not that evident. This is why the 

tortoise is at the back. Nevertheless, both skills are part of athletic people, 

conforming who there are and, as well as in real life, the logo is a whole one 

structure made up of two compatible skills. 
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CORPORATE COLOURS

 PANTONE 4009 C
RGB [240, 156, 82] 

HEX/HTML [#EE9844] 
CMYK [0, 42, 76, 0]

 PANTONE 322 C
RGB [0, 110, 115] 

HEX/HTML [#006E73] 
CMYK [100, 0, 39, 33]
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BLACK AND WHITE VERSION
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POSITIVE/NEGATIVE VERSIONS

Positive version

Negative version
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MINIMUM SIZE

20 mm

Printed media

100 px

Digital media
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MINIMUM SPACE MARGINS
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BEHAVIOUR ON BACKGROUNDS

No corporate bright colour background

No corporate dark colour background

Photographic bright background

Photographic dark background
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The main concept in the making of this logotype, is based in two basic concepts: balance 
(between the estudies and the sports) and equality (between the students that will enjoy the 
program), as well as to symbolize the concept of “be like” in its most literal representation. 
The idea was to represent the main goals of the program as well as the values based in equal 
oportunities, fair game and team work, as well as maitaning the identity attached to its name. 

The equal symbol and the proportions were made thinking about those concepts, due to all 
the elements take part in this idea of equilibry, as well as it gives a sensation of strenght asso-
cite with the idea of reliability and confidence.

In the sports as in the studies, we all play with the same conditions based on the hard work 
we put in each training and each class, and we all play not to win but to improve ourselves.
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Be Like an Athlete 
Logotype manual 
2020
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The construction of the logotype will be based in two 
paralel bars which blank space in between is equal in 
height, followed by the letters of “BLA” in reference of 
“Be Like an Athlete”.

Construction
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Minimum margins

The margins will correspond to the value X atached to 
the blanck space between the two bars. This value  X 
wll be repeated around the logotype. 
The margin between the letters “BLA”, and the bars will 
be 2/3 of the value X space, as seen on the image.
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The letters and the symbol must be centered and the 
proportions will be as shown in the image, leaving in 
this case 10mm distance in echa size . The size of the 
symbol will be equal in width and height. This image 
correspond to 73mm x 73mm following the red square 
that mmarks the limits of the logotype.

The minimun size will be not shorter than 20mm x 
20mm, as shown.

Proportions

20mm x 20mm
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Chromatic value

The chromatic value will be black or white, depending 
on the constrast necesities, in that way we guarantee 
the legibility of the logotype.

R0 G0 B0
C0 M0 Y0 K100
#000000

R100 G100 B100
C0 M0 Y0 K0
#ffffff
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The typography used will be GT America Condensed in 
capital letters.

Typography
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Perormance in differents backgrounds

The logotype will perform in any background as long as 
the legibility is maitaned by the use of color (black or 
white).
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BLA

30mm X 30mm

62mm x 62mm

BLA
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BLA

30mm X 30mm

62mm x 62mm

BLA
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BLA

30mm X 30mm

62mm x 62mm

BLA
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BLA

30mm X 30mm

62mm x 62mm

BLA
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The BLA Logo Proposal 

The idea behind the BLA Logo is to create something simple, minimal, elegant and youthful. 

At first I tried to add a sports element but I realised that it was over used and I wanted to make 
something less distracting and just let the project speak for itself and separate it from similar 
programs that may already exist.  

I then focused on the three letters (B, L and A) and blended then together organically in a 4 by 6 
grid using simple geometrical shapes to create the Icon. 

The color scheme was a homage to the three main colours: red, yellow  and blue but on a lighter 
and more youthful scale in order to make the shapes less stiff and more dynamic and cheerful. 

I tried to show that by blending these three simple colours as well as the letters you can create a 
world of shades that are unique and complement each other while still having the same routes. The 
same thing can be said about the BLA project, it’s a way to blend different courses, like psychology, 
sociology and sports, apart from the variety of students from all around Europe, in order to shape 
a better future and create something unique but structured at the same time. 
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The Logo

The Logo proposal for 
BLA is the combination of 
a simple and modern 
Wordmark with the Icon.

Icon Workmark
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The Logo dimensions

The Icon is created in a 
6/4 grid.

The space between the 
Icon and Wordmark is 
equal to 1/4 of the 
standard square used in 
the icon (marked as x in 
the diagram).

6 x

4 x

0.25 xx 7/3 x

2 x
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The Exclusion Zone

The Exlusion Zone is the minimum blank space from any other visual 
elements such as texta of supporting graphics.
Under certain circumstances the Icon can be used on it’s own.

x

x

x

x2 x

x

This zone is equal to the height of  1 standard square of 
the icon previously mentioned
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Minimum Sizes

These are the minimum sizes that 
the logo such have for a proper 
representation in print and digital 
formats.

Digital.
70 px

Print.
20 mm

Digital.
40 px

Print.
12 mm
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Color

The colores used in this Logo 
transcend from the basic RGB, the 
basic 3 colors that combines can 
evolve into anything.

[98 194 235] [130 180 199] [245 199 109] [239 172 75] [227 120 93]

[55 5 1 0] [54 13 16 0] [0 23 75 0] [0 38 92 0] [0 70 68 0]

RGB

CMYK
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Tipography

The typography used for this Logo 
is HK Grotesk.

ABCDEFGHIJKLM
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklm
nopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

ABCDEFGHIJKLM
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklm
nopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

HK Grotesk
Regular Legacy

HK Grotesk
SemiBold Legacy
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Logo Colour Options

Although we have the colorful 
version of the Logo, this can also be 
presented in black and white, which 
in my opinion is more sleek and 
modern.

These versions would be used in 
di�erent occasions depending on 
the esthetic that wants to be 
conveyed. For examples, if there is 
too much contrast with other 
elements, the use of the black and 
white Logo is more that acceptable.
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Behavior with different backgrounds

Here we have a brief study on applying the Logo on different types of 

images and the switch between black and white for the Wordmark.
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Quick Mock-Up

This mock-up 

shows us how 

the Logo can be 

used on a variety 

of mediums to 

promote the BLA 

project.
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Logo’s justification:  
  
This season is just about athletes, but What is be like an athlete? Technically the answer 
is “a person who is very good at sports or physical exercise, especially one who 
competes in organized event”  
  
That leads me to think about who set up these tests and who started to participate in 
them. Looking into their origin I learnt that the first athletes came from Greece, 
specifically on 776 B.C because they participated in the named “public events” which 
consisted of a pentathlon (Discus and javelin throw, all kinds of foot races, long jump 
and wrestling). These tests required an uncommon effort to win them and whose 
rewards, which were to improve the social status and the economy of the winner. The 
name of that effort in Greek is given by “alethos” which is rather the art of exceeding 
the performance of the opponents and the “atlete” is the person who competes har for 
his respective prize.  
  
When all of this started, only the Greeks who obeyed the rules were allowed to 
participate in these events but with the Greece’s conquests its was added more social 
groups, such as the Romans. Although with the new conquests its was canceled, and 
there was a break for a long time.  
  
Over time, what we know about the Olympic Events were showed for first time in 1896 
in Athens which have determined today’s athletes. It’s true that today there are many 
more categories of athletes than those of ancient Greece, but we can’t deny that the 
origin of all of them comes from Greece.  
  
Now a days, Greek is not only used by the Greeks. All students know its existence and 
all of we have used it or are using it in our day to day. Who has not written Greek 
characters in formulas or concepts? In economics, mathematics, psychology, physics… 
This means that education and Greece have a great link, or in another words, education 
it’s linked to sports.  
  
For this reason, I have relied on Greek alphabet to represent our origin, although in 
another way, as a symbol of updating I change the letters’ meaning. The letter lambda 
represents the “l” in Greek, but at my logotype is interpreted as the athlete we can be 
able to be with no limits, consequently, carries the word athlete representing the “a”.  
  
That change, that update means the correlation of all new sports and Greece, means 
how we can grow up and develop new limits with new contents. Because all of we are 
and will be athletes.  
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The logotype is structured in a square in its initial 400x400mm design. The proportion 
of its element remains in: 
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The upper and lower limit of the letter lambda l is defined by dividing the are into 4x4 
equivalent squares since the surface is 400x400mm. Now we will work on the outer 
columns making a cross in 4x4 square making 4 isosceles triangles, 2 with the base 
parallels to the ground and the other 2 perpendiculars to the ground. Focusing on the 
perpendiculars, you have to divide into two equal parts and also into a 3 equal parts 
taking just half towards the outside of between lines. Marked in black.  
The left and right limits are limited by two circles, with the center of one of squares 
between the second and third columns and fourth row taking as a radius the 5/ mark of 
the same previous triangle. Also marked in black 
 
Text’s limits are fixed on the relations of squares as you can see in the picture combining 
with the circumferences. 
 
The typography of the main text is given 
from the Glyphs window of Adobe 
Illustrator, in Arial Black I regular mode. 
The text’s size varies according the logo’s 
size always framed within its limits, 
already exposed in the previous 
photography and without borders. 
 
The color of the main text is determined according 
to the CMYK system: cmyk(0%, 725, 83%, 17%) 
and according to the RGB system: rgb(212, 60, 36) 
 
 
More characteristics of the color on the background letter: Its opacity is 50% in its 
original color (sandy red) expressed on a white background and on a black background 
with a sandy red text, the lambda is 50% too but in white. In another shape or 
background, the opacity will be the 30%. In the rest pieces the opacity is 100%. 
 
Color behaviuor: 
 
Complementary  Complementary 2º                  
 
Divided complementary   Left complement  
     
Right complement 
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BE LIKE AN ATHLETE PROJECT 

 

Being the BLA project goal to promote dual careers for teenagers, a formation that should incorporate both 

sport and studying, my first thought was including a symbol, for each one of the two fields, in to the logo. 

I’ve included a runner to represent the sport part and a college hat to represent the school one. Certainly, 

the running athlete also gives to the project an idea of movement and development, giving it a positive 

vibe.  

As the logo is directed to teenagers, I thought it should be both dynamic and fun but without being 

excessively playful, we are talking about important life choices after all. Moreover, I wanted the logo to 

immediately convey the idea of what BLA is about. Which are his goals and what’s the work behind them.  

Also, in order to make the logo more effective, I wanted it to be as simple as I could. I’ve used a limited 

colour palette of yellow and blue that generate a contrast and make the logo more alive.  

I’ve tried to break down the shape of the athlete in more geometrical way possible, using mainly triangles 

and simple geometric figures. 
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User guide

Minimum size

3.26 x 3 cm

0.7 x 0.76 cm

Clear space

Proportions

Proportions and orientation should not be modified.
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Color palette
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Color palette
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Font used

Acumin Variable Concept - ExtraCondensed Bold

Background

Photographic background: only with the provided black or 
white background.

Chromatic background: best results on white or black 
background.
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Mock Ups
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Design concept explanation

The Be Like An Athlete project poses as a design challenge the creation of a logo 
capable of addressing a specific profile of student involved in dual careers, those 
that combine academic and sports training.

The goal is to promote the development of the partakers and achieve an 
improvement in the results of both features by reaching a balance between them.

This design proposal targets directly these concepts, aiming to generate a logo 
that adequately synthesizes these ideas through an association process. For this 
reason, there have been sought items capable of illustrating the academic and 
sports aspects in a coordinated manner that, in addition, convey an inspirational 
dimension that encourages students to take part in dual career programs.

The design idea is built around the complementary relationship between 
effort and reward.

The logo represents in a simplified way a graduation cap, an element that intends 
to communicate the reward for all the labor invested in academic training. The 
upper part of the cap is divided into three stripes that symbolize the lanes of an 
athletics track, which depicts the sporting aspect of dual careers and represents 
the effort and discipline necessary to meet this challenge.

This proposal combines academic and sports training by incorporating one 
feature as a complementary piece of the other. The key of the design is that it 
only works by joining both elements, namely, achieving a balance between them.

Without both parts the design will not be understood, in the same way that 
without effort there will be no reward.

=+
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How to use the logo
Design concept explanation

EFFORTREWARD

=+

The Be Like An Athlete project poses as a design challenge the creation of a logo capable of addressing a specific profile of student involved in dual careers, those 
that combine academic and sports training.

The goal is to promote the development of the partakers and achieve an improvement in the results of both features by reaching a balance between them.

This design proposal targets directly these concepts, aiming to generate a logo that adequately synthesizes these ideas through an association process. For this 
reason, there have been sought items capable of illustrating the academic and sports aspects in a coordinated manner that, in addition, convey an inspirational 
dimension that encourages students to take part in dual career programs.

The design idea is built around the complementary relationship between effort and reward.

The logo represents in a simplified way a graduation cap, an element that intends to communicate the reward for all the labor invested in academic training. The 
upper part of the cap is divided into three stripes that symbolize the lanes of an athletics track, which depicts the sporting aspect of dual careers and represents 
the effort and discipline necessary to meet this challenge.

This proposal combines academic and sports training by incorporating one feature as a complementary piece of the other. The key of the design is that it only 
works by joining both elements, namely, achieving a balance between them.

Without both parts the design will not be understood, in the same way that without effort there will be no reward.
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How to use the logo
Construction and minimum space

The design is framed in a hexagonal cube, 
where the upper part is used as the 
structural piece.

Applying a division to it defines the two 
measures that allow the proportional 
construction of the logo.

The minimum size for indentifying and 
understanding the icon properly is 1cm.

Further reducing the design could imply a 
diffusion in the way the shapes are 
perceived or supress the visual spaces 
between them, consequently hindering 
the recognition of the logo.
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The margins are also defined based on the constructive measures of the logo. The minimum space of respect is the Y, although it is recommended to add also 
Y/2 for greater breathing. This combined proportion is what defines the distance between icon and text, where its alignment and height are established following 
the design shapes, and therefore its construction measures.

How to use the logo
M Minimum dimension
How to use the logo
Margins and alignment
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The typeface chosen for the logo is the 
Work font. A free license Sans Serif 
available at Google Fonts.

Besides having an appropriate name for 
this project, it features a broad range of 
options that allow adaptability and 
contrast, encouraged to reinforce the 
dualism of the design.

As a bonus, it has its options in cursive 
also, which can be used as a synonym 
for dynamism or direction in the same 
way sports brands do.

Be Like an Athlete
Be Like an Athlete
Be Like an Athlete
Be Like an Athlete
Be Like an Athlete
Be Like an Athlete
Be Like an Athlete
Be Like an Athlete
Be Like an Athlete

Be Like an Athlete
Be Like an Athlete
Be Like an Athlete
Be Like an Athlete
Be Like an Athlete
Be Like an Athlete
Be Like an Athlete
Be Like an Athlete
Be Like an Athlete

How to use the logo
Font
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The logo admits the use of any choice of 
color, although it is encouraged to only 
change the top part of the design while 
the bottom part remains black or white.

C: 15%  C: 0%
M: 100% M: 0%
Y: 90%  Y: 0%
K: 10%  K: 100%

When using a dark background and the 
white version of the logo, the color 
applied should be more intense and have 
more value in comparison.

C: 5%  C: 0%
M: 0%  M: 0%
Y: 90%  Y: 0%
K: 0%  K: 0%

When using a light background and the 
black version of the logo, the color 
applied should be less intense and have 
less value in order to fit with the context.

C: 85%  C: 0%
M: 50%  M: 0%
Y: 0%  Y: 0%
K: 0%  K: 100%

How to use the logo
Color
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The creation of the brand for the project “Be Like an Athlete” was based on 
a visual language that allowed it to be easily reproduced on multiple 
supports, with a diversity of visual elements and good legibility.

The brand was focus on a profile of student athletes involved in dual career 
programs, so the logo design was inspired by concepts from school and 
sport. On the one hand, it was used an inclination that denotes movement 
and dynamism in allusion to sport and, on the other, a rectangle that 
recalls the spine of a book. After a few typographical adjust of the free font 
Inria Sans, a compact, minimalist and youthful logo was designed, away 
from structures such as shields or sports silhouettes that are already 
highly regarded in sport logos. Since the beginning, the idea of the logo 
was to keep it clear, understandable, away from topics, with movement 
and neutral; without any gender. In addition, it was also designed a logo 
short version for its reproduction in reduced or circular spaces, such as 
profile images on social networks or the icon of a mobile application.

The corporate font chosen is free licensed and has three weights with their 
respective italics. This font was chosen because of being compatible with 
the different languages   of the countries involved in the project, it contains 
the necessary Latin characters.

This branding has two corporate colors inspired by the ground and de sea, 
places where many sport are played. This colors express strength and 
energy and allow to create a powerful and sporty graphic system. In 
addition, it was designed a corporate pattern in different monochrome 
versions to be used as an auxiliary decorative branding element. In the 
corporate manual it could be also seen the importance of using images 
that show a sports variety, attractive titles styles and mockups of how the 
brand could be implemented on different objects.

To sum up, it has been designed a semi-closed graphic system, which 
allows enough graphic possibilities and is attractive for its purpose to 
promote balance between sport and school contexts.
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Brand Identity GuidelinesBrand Identity Guidelines
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Project Keywords:
- Youth
-  Student-athletes
 - Dual Careers (School + Sport)
 - Social-Psychological Competencies
-  New Technologies

3

KeywordsKeywords
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The logo design is based on the idea of   
combining sport with studies.
To represent sport and physical activity, 
it was used an inclined angle to denote 
movement and dynamism.

To represent the student phase, it was 
selected a rectangle that simulates the 
spine of a book.

4

Logo
concept
Logo
concept

Inclination = action move, sport. Rectangle = book, study, learning.
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It is a monochrome logo that can be used 
in any of its two corporate colors. The use 
of these colors is to create contrasts be-
tween elements that are around the logo 
or as part of the graphic set. This color 
version is especially recommended for 
white backgrounds, such as documents 
and basic stationery.

There is a long version and a reduced 
version of the logo, the long version has 
priority. In those cases where a horizontal 
version of the logo cannot be used, the 
short version must be used, like in social 
network profile photos. The short version 
can be used whenever it is deemed nec-
essary for weight compensation and bal-
ance of the surrounded graphic elements.

5

LogoLogo

Long version

Short version
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It is a minimalist logo and its readabi-
lity is good in small sizes. However, it is 
recommended to use the short version 
of the logo when the larger side of the 
priority logo has to be less than 3 cm.

6

ScaleScale

Priority logo Min 2 cm

< 2 cm
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The positive version of the logo will be 
used in cases where the color printed 
reproduction is unavailable and / or when 
the surrounded logos are in the positive 
version too.

The negative versions of the logo, whi-
te logo, have a thickness adjustment in 
the word “atlethe” and “a”, correcting an 
optical effect that was produced. There-
fore, always use the logo of this version 
provided in the toolkit.

7

Positive
& negative
Positive 
& negative

Negative Positive
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The logo was created with the Inria Sans 
Bold typeface. This font was chosen for 
presenting interesting graphic morpho-
logies such as its “B” and “K” and its high 
legibility. A series of adjustments were 
made to create the logo personality, as 
the curving of the main outline of the “E”.

The general proportions focused on two 
measures, that generate homogeneous 
and coherent spaces between elements 
on a technical and optical level.

8

Logo
proportions
Logo
proportions

x

xx

x

yy

Inclination of 83º Inclination of 83º

yyy

y

y

y y

y

1’5 y z

z yy

y y y
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The minimum safe spaces around the 
logo versions refer to the “BE” set of the 
long logo version.

9

Logo
clear space
Logo
clear space
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The corporate colors are inspired by the 
ground and the sea, places where many 
sports are played. Furthermore, this co-
lors are also in many sport equipment.
They are high saturation colors and 
generate contrast, offering powerful and 
homogeneous color blocks.

These colors can never serve to repre-
sent the gender difference of athletes. 
They will be used just to create contrast 
between different graphic elements or 
sections. There should be no preference 
for either of the colors, it have to be a 
predominance of both color.

C: 20 
M: 100
Y: 100
K: 10

C: 100
M: 70
Y: 20
K: 5

R: 183
G:  25 
B: 24

R: 0
G: 77 
B: 135

# b71928

# 004d87

10

ColorsColors
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The corporate typeface is the Inria Sans 
family font, designed by Black Foundry 
with free licensed.  

This font comes with 3 weights and its 
matching italics, all them contain the 
characters necessary for the different 
languages   involved in the BLA project.

11

TypographyTypography

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNÑOPQRSTU-
VWXYZ abcdefghijklmnñopqrstu-
vwxyz 0123456789

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNÑOPQRSTU-
VWXYZ abcdefghijklmnñopqrstu-
vwxyz 0123456789

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNÑOPQRSTU-
VWXYZ abcdefghijklmnñopqrstu-
vwxyz 0123456789

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNÑOPQRSTU-
VWXYZ abcdefghijklmnñopqrstu-
vwxyz 0123456789

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNÑOPQRSTU-
VWXYZ abcdefghijklmnñopqrstu-
vwxyz 0123456789

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNÑOPQRSTU-
VWXYZ abcdefghijklmnñopqrstu-
vwxyz 0123456789

Inria Sans Light / Italic

Inria Sans Regular / Italic

Inria Sans Bold / Italic
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This are general typographic guidelines 
to facilitate the creation of text blocks 
under the same identity.

The graph of the titles are the more 
difficult to reproduce if it is not used a 
graphic design software, therefore there 
are different design title options.

12

Typography
hierarchy

Title option 2

Typography 
hierarchy

Title option 3

Inria Sans Bold
Outline + Color

Inria Sans Bold
Outline 

Title option 1Title option 1

Aciistion eri aliam ipic tempore 
provid et que dis ex expel ideris 
res dolorib usaeri to blaut lam, 
autessit ut ullupid molorum ut 
esti sit veria anda volupta tusa-
nim iuntinum ant fugia cumet 
andam ressim non re labore, 
quaepratis illam dessed quam 
quodi dusdam doluptiis acest, 
ipis dolore et veritis dunt, ipie

Oloriosant am fugitem comnia 
doluptatum volorro mosseribus 
sitatem et liquos arcitatium nustis 
si omnihil lectatur.

Inria Sans Light
14 pt

Inria Sans Regular 
10 pt

Inria Sans Bold
Color
-25 tracking
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To create the title style it is used the Inria 
Sans Bold typeface in outline and in fill. It 
is necessary to create two layers:
- A bottom layer with the outline version 
of the text.
- A top layer with the fill version of the 
text, with the effect “multiply”* and sli-
ghtly shifted to the right and down.

There are no exact parameters for the 
displacement, but exaggerated and une-
ven scrolling are not allowed. It is recom-
mended use the titles in the corporative 
colors, unless this option is not available. 
In black version, the fill text has to be a 
70% black.
*Depending on the software this effect is on the 
outline text.

13

Style title 1Style title 1

Title Title
Title
Title

Title

Title Title
Title

Title
Title

Title
Controled desplazamientoBlock color in “multiply effect”*.

Moves:

Example 1

Example 2

Don’ts:
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It has been designed a pattern as a se-
condary graphic element to complement 
the branding, it was created with icons 
that refer to sport and study.

This element can be used as backgrounds 
or decorative components in stationery. 
The pattern can be used in positive or 
negative using the corporative colors.

14

PatternPattern
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The negative version of the logo should 
be used on flat colored backgrounds. The 
use of the logo on other flat colors than 
the corporate ones should be very occa-
sional, where there is no other solution; it 
is preferable to avoid it.

If the background is very very light, it 
could be consider choosing the logo in 
one of its monochrome colors. In this 
case, if legibility is still compromised, it 
has to be used the same graphic solution 
as in photographic backgrounds.

15

Colored
background
Colored
background
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The logo allows to see through its nega-
tive spaces, so placing it on some images 
may cause lack of legibility. Three ways of 
using the logo on photographic images 
are proposed, which all of them have in 
common the use of the logo negative 
version; white logo.

On the one hand, if the logo has to be pla-
ced on a photographic image, a 40% cor-
porate color layer can be applied to the 
image and a shading of the same color to 
the logo; according to the specifications 
in the examples.
On the other hand, if the photographic 
image allows a good legibility of the 
logo, only the shading described will be 
applied. Just the shadow that is needed, 
not exaggerated.

16

Photographic 
background
Photographic
background

 40% of the corporate red on the image.
Shadow: 135º, multiply 60% opacity in the 
same corporative color.

40%  of the corporate blue on the image.
Shadow: 135º, multiply 60% opacity in the 
same corporative color.

Shadow: 135º, multiply 60% opacity in 
the corporative color more similar to the 
background.
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In this manual are collected the different 
ways of how the logo could be used. If 
there are any other question of repro-
ductions not included here, it should be 
asked to the logo designer. 

The legibility of the logo must be gua-
ranteed at all times, as well as trying 
to maintain a homogeneous corporate 
identity. Some of the logo transformation 
not allowed are collected in this page.

17

Logo
treatment
Logo
treatment

Do not stretch or distort

Do not use outline style

Do not rotate

Do not use a gradient

Do not recolor

Do not place on a white box
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Three possible placements of the logo are 
allowed in graphic compositions: in the 
upper left margin, centered by placing 
the logo above the middle line as des-
cribed in the example or in the lower left 
margin. 

This position variety will allow place the 
logo depending on the characteristics of 
the background or the main role that it 
could have.

18

CompositionComposition
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MockupsMockups
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Color logo

3 cm < 2 cm 3 cm < 2 cm
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Color logo

3 cm < 2 cm

R: 5 G: 78 B:136 | C: 98 M:70 Y: 19 K: 4 | #054e88

3 cm < 2 cm
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Positive logo 10 cm

3 cm < 2 cm
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Negative logo 10 cm

3 cm < 2 cm
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The crea�on of this 
pictogram aims to promote 
the use of crea�vity. 
Crea�vity is a quality that 
differen�ates boys and girls 
from adults; During their 
studies, boys and girls face 
different challenges that 
they must face without 
losing mo�va�on or 
crea�vity.
The elements and colors of 
this logo represent the 
union between studies and 
sport and how these affect 
the student. As a trunk, a 
triangular figure represents 
the �p of a pencil and 
means that in order to start 
the ac�on before you must 
reflect and study each 

What’s this ?
moment. Thus, the 
spiral-shaped element 
communicates dynamism, 
thus indica�ng the first 
movement carried out by 
the athlete full of 
enthusiasm. The circular 
element ends up giving 
shape to the pictogram so 
that as a whole it welcomes 
the shape of a person.
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Monochroma�c Black and White

Pantone 2925 CP

Pantone1795 CP

Pantone 123 CPRGB
239 192 65
HEX/HTML
EDBD3B
CMYK
0 16 89 0

RGB
60 161 213
HEX/HTML
3CA1D5
CMYK
75 18 0 0

RGB
212 40 47
HEX/HTML
D11F2B
CMYK
0 96 82 1

30 m
m

100 m
m

15 m
m

Shapes

Transparency

Typography

3X2/3X

X

X

BLA

BLA
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Be Like an Athlete program

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Be Like an Athlete program

Calibri Bold

Calibri Regular

Contextual examples
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With the purpose of creating a new logo for Be Like an Ath-
lete student program, movement, knowledge, and simplicity 
are the principal elected values.
Movement
Sport is mostly associated with velocity and action. The logo 
takes the moment where the action start to be real, where 
the athlete is full of adrenaline. The spiral located in the down 
part of the logo communicates dynamism and represents the 
first step taken before the sprint. 
The logo is composed as a 35 degrees diagonal which is a 
perfect relation between the horizontally needed area 
because of legibility and the communication of velocity. 
Knowledge
At first sight, the logo seems to be an athlete represented by 
a diagonal large element with a sharp edge underneath. This 
shape is obtained from a pen with the purpose of communi-
cating lecture and action of studying. 
Simplicity
The logo is designed as a contemporary element. The shapes 
are comfortable for the eye and easy to identify. Simplicity 
provides flexibility for many chromatic backgrounds in 
photos and documents.

What’s this ?

Sharp edge 
inspired in a pen

Spiral as dynamic 
element.

35º as perfect relation 
legibility/communica
tion
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Be Like an Athlete
Logo Manual

DIMENSIONS

100
30

15

35º

X

X

X

2X + 1/2X 4X

9X

7X

w1= 1/2X / w2=4/5X (in case of extrabold logo)

w

STANDARD

b

b

l

l

a

a

OPTIMISATION

MEANING

ExtraBold

Bold

RGB
239 192 65
HEX/HTML
EDBD3B
CMYK
0 16 89 0

Pa
nt

on
e 

12
3 

CP

RGB
60 161 213
HEX/HTML
3CA1D5
CMYK
75 18 0 0

Pa
nt

on
e 

29
25

 C
P

COLOUR

SHAPES

Body Circumscribed / 
Transparency

PHOTOGRAPHIC 
BACKGROUND 

Watermark Circumscribed

M
ul

tic
ol

ou
r
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This logo consists of the project's acronym followed by the project's full 
name. The design is focused on represen�ng the sport, with its sloping shape 
(giving a sensa�on of speed) and, above all, with the drawing of a person 
running, which at the same time is the last le�er of the acronym BLA. 

As it is a project related to educa�on (so it is oriented to young people) and 
to technology, it has been decided to use a condensed, bold and capital 
le�ers font, giving a modern and current touch, but keeping the seriousness 
that this logo needs. Besides, the Sans Serif typography is closely related to 
innova�on and technology.  

We have tried to create a minimalist logo, but with strength, which is easily 
recognizable. We have also taken into account that it is a versa�le design 
that allows the reduc�on of the logo to quite small sizes (up to 20 mm) and 
that it can be applied both to websites and to sta�onery, T-shirts, etc. In 
addi�on, a design has been created that allows its correct legibility in both 
white and black background, as well as in black and white (both in the 
posi�ve and nega�ve version). 

The selected colours have been two different shades of blue. Blue is a colour 
closely related to intelligence and technology. Therefore, as sport has 
already been clearly represented with the drawing of the logo, it has been 
decided that the colour represents the other fundamental part of this 
project.  

In conclusion, a logo has been designed that correctly represents the 
objec�ves of the project in a clear and simple way, but, at the same �me, it 
is a design with personality and striking for the public.  
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1CONCEPT
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The Be Like an Athlete - BLA is a project whose main focus 
is young people involved in a dual career as a student-
athletes. The developed logo for this project results from 
the arrangement of the words “Be Like an Athlete” inside 
the intersection of two invisible circles, each of them 
represents the contrast and harmony resulting from the 
combination of these two worlds - school and sports. The 
arrangement of the words “Be Like an Athlete” originates 
a shape that represents the movement associated with 
sports activities. The shape symbolizes sports diversity, 
and could represent either two legs or two arms in motion, 
emphasizing the “athlete” character of this project.

CONCEPT
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1MANUAL OF STANDARDS
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MARGINS   3

CHROMATIC DECODING   4

MINIMUM DIMENSIONS   5

CONSTRUCTION AND PROPORTION   6

FONTS   7

BACKGROUNDS   8
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3MARGINS –

4x

x

The minimum whitespace margins around the logo (x)
corresponds to 1/4 of the height (4x)
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4

Cyan (CMYK) - 100 / 0 / 0 / 0  
Blue (CMYK) - 100 / 100/ 0 / 0

(RGB) 0 / 159 / 227
(RGB) 49 / 39 / 131

CHROMATIC DECODING –
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5

10mm
minimum height

MINIMUM DIMENSIONS –
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6CONSTRUCTION AND PROPORTION –
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7FONTS –

Typeface: Agrandir Variable 
Weight: Grand Bold
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8BACKGROUNDS | COLOURS –
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Justification 
BE LIKE AN ATHLETE 
 

The logo shows what are the main objectives that should guide a student-athlete. The 
book represents the wisdom, which is the root the of the logo. Wisdom is acquired at 
the university and it is where everything else raises from. The fist represents the 
determination and perseverance needed to achieve your personal goals. It grows from 
the book, which is a tree metaphor. It means that you can built everything if you have 
education and respect, in other words, a solid base. The Olympic medal, the fruit, 
represents the achievement and it is held by the fist. In the same way, if you want to 
succeed, you need determination and perseverance to overcome the obstacles, but 
always with the principles that are taught through the education.  

To go from “Be” to “an Athlete” you need the word “Like”. The letter L is integrated with 
the book and the fist. This plays a double-sense role, because to become an athlete you 
need the principles that characterize them which are represented in the letter “L”.  
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Logo Usage Manual 
BE LIKE AN 
ATHLETE 
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Elements 
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Colours 
 

The two main colours are used in the flag of Europe. 

• Dark Powder Blue 

• Tangerine Yellow 

 
 

 
 
  

Dark Powder Blue 

Hex: #003399 
RGB: 0/51/153 
CMYK: 1/0.666/0/0.4 

 

• Tangerine Yellow 
• Hex: #FFCC00 
• RGB: 255/204/0 

• CMYK: 0/0.2/1/0 

 

Olimpic Rings 
Red 

RGB: 236/51/78 

CMYK: 0/89.35/58.3/0.04 

Green 
RGB: 41/179/81 

CMYK: 73.7/0/84.94/0 

Black 
RGB: 0/0/0 

CMYK: 100/100/100/100 

Yellow 
RGB: 250/176/50 

CMYK: 0/36.29/85.18/0 

Blue 
RGB: 8/132/193 

CMYK: 81.64/36.67/4.28/0.24 

 
• White 

• RGB: 255/255/255 

• CMYK: 0/0/0/0 

•  

•  
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Clearspace 
 

A clearspace of the 10% of the identity’s width is recommended 

 

e = 10% · width 

 

  

• e 

•  

•  

 

• e 

•  

•  

 

• e 

•  

•  

 

• e 

•  

•  
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Dimensions 
 
 
 

 
 

Height scale = 0.645 · width 
 
 

 
 

 
Minimum  

width 
Recommended  

width 

A4 vertical\horizontal 30 mm 40 mm 

A5 vertical\horizontal 30 mm 40 mm 

Smartphone 240 px 320 px 

Tablet 240px 320 px 

Desktop computer 300 px 420 px 

Powerpoint 30 mm 40 mm 

12.9 mm 

•  

•  

 

20 mm 

•  

•  

 

40 mm 

•  

•  

 

25.8 mm 
mm 

•  

•  
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Typography 
  

Font 

Font name: OCR A Extended 
Style: Regular 
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Background 
 
Recommended Background: White 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Background Alternatives: Different types of Light blue 
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DESCRIPTION AND JUSTIFICATION 

 
The main objective of the logo is to convey various concepts: 

 

The representation of dual careers, the union of school and sport, 
seeking to promote balance between these two concepts. 

In order to fulfill this, the logo aims to transmit a sense of speed and 
dynamism, this is achieved thanks to its inclined forms.  

In addition, some horizontal lines have been added to provide a 
greater sense of movement. 

It has been considered unnecessary the use of any font as they add 
complexity to the design.  

Blue is the colour chosen to emphasize this distinction of concepts. 

It can be observed that the part that represents school is painted in 
a darker shade of blue, and the part representing sport is found in 
a lighter one.  

The blue colour also represents youth as well as intelligence, 
rationality and calmness.  

The thickness of the arms has been used as the main reference for 
the distances between all the components. Thanks to this measure, 
the whole logo has been proportionally dimensioned, giving it added 
value and significance.  

All this by meaning of simple geometric shapes, such as the 
circumference, the square and the line. Bringing simplicity to the 
design.  

All its shapes are rounded adapting to current trends, creating 
connection in all the elements. 
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Standards manual

Logo
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1.  INTRODUCTION

The logo aims to create a duality between school
and sport.

The colours have been chosen to create harmony
between these two concepts, showing that their
union is the key to success. In addition, the blue 
colour represents youth.

Dynamism is sought throughout the logo, giving
the feeling of movement and speed due to its
slanted shapes. 

All this through the use of simple and rounded
geometric shapes, adding simplicity to the design. 
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The colour version of the logo is the main
graphic option. It will be used on white or
very light backgrounds.

We also find two graphic versions in black
and white to cover all types of backgrounds.

The black version will be used
in bright or satured colour
backgrounds.

The white version will be used
on dark backgrounds. 

2.  GRAPHIC VERSIONS
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Here are some examples of how the logo behaves
in different backgrounds.

Chromatic backgrounds: Photographic backgrounds:

3.  BEHAVIOUR. CHROMATIC AND PHOTOGRAPHIC BACKGROUNDS
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| LIGHT BLUE

RGB
R: 89   G: 191   B: 216

CMYK
C: 65   M: 1   Y: 1   K: 0

| DARK BLUE

RGB
R: 19   G: 61   B: 103

CMYK
C: 95   M: 55   Y: 28   K: 15

| DARK GRAY

RGB
R: 51   G: 51   B: 51

CMYK
C: 0   M: 0   Y: 0   K: 90

It is considered important to add that the dark gray color is increased to 90% black to use in prints.

4.  CHROMATIC DECODING
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Minimum sizes of the logo are proposed in diverse fields where it can be used, both for printed media and 
digital media. It is necessary to create this distinction.

| PRINTED MEDIA

For printed media the minimum logo 
size will be 15 mm.

| DIGITAL MEDIA

15 mm

The minimum logo size for mobile
applications will be 38 px.

38 px

15 mm
47 px

10 mm
38 px

5.  CONSTRUCTION AND PROPORTION
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It is considered relevant to add how to use the
logo for mobile applications.

| Construction and proportion

| MOBILE APPLICATIONS

The minimum size of the logo will be 38 px. It will be 
framed in a blue rounded square with the white
logo in its centre.

38 px

Mobile integration
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| Construction and proportion

The whole logo has been made using proportions
based on the measure X, the distance between the
head and the edge of the cap.

This distance X is taken as a reference to give
meaning to the whole design.

The following proportions are defined below:

The entire logo follows the diagonal pattern
created by the arms, maintaining parallelism. 
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6.  MARGINS

The protection area established around the
logo should never be invaded by text or
other graphic elements. It is determined by X 
which corresponds to the thickness of the
arms. 

This area must always be equal or greater
than 2X.
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This logo is formed with the aim of being an expression 
of the two main ideas, sports and university studies. 

The original shape is inspired by the iconography of 
the Olympic Games. The red lines define the body of three 
human beings, which also form the word “BLA”, the acronym 
of the name of the project.

The colors chosen have their own unique meaning too. 
Professional athletes are passionate on what they do and 
consistent in their training sessions. In addition, bodies get 
warm when practising sport, and that is why the color red 
have been selected. Red represents passion, energy and dy-
namism, strength and warmth, and it is all merged into the 
same idea.

On the other hand, the effort required to succeed in hi-
gher education requires calm and concentration. While red 
means dynamism and activity, the blue tones on the heads 
reveal the quiet part of this harmony.

In general, this logo unites both elements into one, 
resulting in an original and unified symbol.

The Idea
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The Idea

The Logo

Versions
Structure
Respect Area and Minimum Size

The Colors

The Fonts

The Behavior

Contents
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This logo is formed with the aim of being an expression 
of the two main ideas, sports and university studies. 

The original shape is inspired by the iconography of 
the Olympic Games. The red lines define the body of three 
human beings, which also form the word “BLA”, the acronym 
of the name of the project.

The colors chosen have their own unique meaning too. 
Professional athletes are passionate on what they do and 
consistent in their training sessions. In addition, bodies get 
warm when practising sport, and that is why the color red 
have been selected. Red represents passion, energy and dy-
namism, strength and warmth, and it is all merged into the 
same idea.

On the other hand, the effort required to succeed in hi-
gher education requires calm and concentration. While red 
means dynamism and activity, the blue tones on the heads 
reveal the quiet part of this harmony.

In general, this logo unites both elements into one, 
resulting in an original and unified symbol.

The Idea
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It consist of two elements, the letters and the icon, both 
of them invariable. Proportions have to be maintained at all 
times. It has an almost square shaped structure, and the 
combination of straight lines and curves give it an original 
and characteristic style.

All versions of the logo are presented here. The main 
one, in color, and the black and white versions, for simpler 
uses. A reduced variant is also important, to increase the 
adaptability of the logo.

The Logo
Main Logo Reduced Version

Black & White
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Defining the basic measurements of the logotype is 
complicated due to its organic nature. Here are shown the 
basic proportions based on the lowercase of the letter “e”.

The icon occupies a 65% of the whole width and almost 
the 90% of the total height. The logotype is writen (for this 
proportions) with a 58 pt. lowercase and the tracking in-
creased to 10 pt.

The Logo

6.3x

6.8x

x
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Respect areas are intended to protect the legibility of 
the logotype. It is forbidden to invade the area with other 
graphic resources such as texts, images, illustrations, etc.

In the main version, it is equal to an equivalent space 
with the height of the letter “e” of the logo, and for the re-
duced version, it is created with the diameter of the circles 
of the icon.

On the other hand, the minimum sizes ensure legibility 
when it comes to reproducing the logo on different surfaces 
and for different uses. (Merchandising, for example).

They are defined for printing as 15 mm wide for the 
main version and 5 mm for the reduced one, and 70 and 30 
pixels respectively for digital use.

The Logo

Minimum Sizes

Respect Areas
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The chosen colors are specified here for different color 
spaces and both printed and digital uses.

The logo can only be replicated using these specifications 
of color. If it cannot be possible, it will be reproduced in the 
black or white version.

Pantones have been chosen from the Process Coated 
Library, what mean that they have been proved on a coated 
paper and can be reproduced with a mix of CMYK percenta-
ges. This is designed to reduce the cost of reproduction, sin-
ce the use of Pantone can make the process more expensive.

The Colors
PANTONE P 109-7 C

CMYK
RGB
HEX
CIE-Lab

PANTONE P 49-6 C

CMYK
RGB
HEX
CIE-Lab

88 / 31 / 0 / 0
0 / 127 / 192
#007fc0
50.67 / -5.08 / -42.01

0 / 81 / 75 / 18
185 / 77 / 54
#b94d36
46.83 / 42.24 / 35.17
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The typography used for the logo is the Dream Orphans 
in its Bold Italic version. Also, the tracking (space between 
characters) has been modified in order to expand the lines.

The font used all along this guide is Signika in its Light 
version. 

Both fonts are Sans Serif, but they transmit different 
sensations. Dream Orphans has an irregular outline and it 
has a futuristic look, resulting in an original and powerful 
letter. On the contrary, Signika lines are more on the classic 
side, with their vertical lines and square body.

The Fonts
Light

ABCÇDEFGHIJKLMNÑOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcçdefghijklmnñopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789[]()¿?¡!.:,;+-></#@&%€$*

Regular

ABCÇDEFGHIJKLMNÑOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcçdefghijklmnñopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789[]()¿?¡!.:,;+-></#@&%€$*

SemiBold

ABCÇDEFGHIJKLMNÑOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcçdefghijklmnñopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789[]()¿?¡!.:,;+-></#@&%€$*

Bold

ABCÇDEFGHIJKLMNÑOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcçdefghijklmnñopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789[]()¿?¡!.:,;+-></#@&%€$*

Signika
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The logo has to be used, if possible, in its main and full 
color version. Only when required, it can be used in its Black 
& White variants. 

It is forbidden to use the reduced version for photography 
or backgrounds as it is reserved for very small reproductions.

The behavior

Dark Backgrounds

Light Backgrounds
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Be like an athlete!
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Logo description for BLA project. 

The selected logo for this project, it´s a logo where importance has been given 

to the acronyms of the project, creating a typography according to the features 

and nature of it. 

In the created typography, it can look on how the upper ring on the letter B 

simulates a part of a running track, because of this the lower ring has not been 

shape as elliptical as the upper so as to make the difference between both 

rings, in this way  

the feature of the B upper ring become more remarkable.  

On the other hand, the typography outline width is constant, as the spaces 

which are generated between the outlines, this way it has tried to simulate it is 

an athletics track’s lane which runs along the outline as if it was a race. The 

straightness and clarity as well as the angles selected to form the characters 

make reference to the most basic geometry taught at school, it achieves a 

parallelism between sport and study, a fact that is wanted to promote from the 

BLA initiative with dual careers for students. 

The selected colour-scheme has been a pastel pink, the tone refers to 

expansiveness, hope, relief and clarity while the pink colour tends to 

communicate sensitivity, dedication and generosity. These features are 

common in young athletes due to their high dedication to achieve goals of 

success in their studies and sports goals at the same time. 

Finally, the logo has been elaborated in two versions, one of them has been 

created with the typography where only the acronyms appear, it is 

recommended for smaller logo sizes. The other version, recommended for 

larger areas is the same but it is including at the bottom right the phrase that 

name the project: “Be like an Athlete”. 
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Specifications of BLA Specifications of BLA 
project logo useproject logo use
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Symbol

The symbol it´s composed by
the three initials that give the 
project its name: Be Like an Athlete
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Construction 
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Respect area

No graphic element should invade the 
minimum area of respect because this 
fact would make difficult the correct 
perception of the logo 
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Proportion among elements

Be Like an Athlete
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Minimum dimensions

In the version without the name of 
the project 7 x 20 mm are the 
minimum dimensions, and it´s 
recommended to see it in mobile 
devices.

The version with the name 16 x 46 is 
the minimum dimensions, the use of 
this verion, is better for web sites and 
printed documents.

Less than this would compromise the 
correct reading of the logo.

Be Like an Athlete
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Background behaviour

The pink version works well with any 
type of background, but is their use is 
recommendable with darks 
backgrounds.

Black and white version it can be use 
with any colour of backgrounds, in 
addition the black version could be 
used in photographs. 

 

Be Like an Athlete Be Like an Athlete

Be Like an Athlete Be Like an Athlete

Be Like an Athlete Be Like an Athlete
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Fonts

The complementary font to BLA logo 
is IMPACT in regular version. 

Be Like an Athlete

Be Like an Athlete
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Corporate color

The colors chosen for the logo:

Black
CMYK: 0/0/0/100 (to print)
RBG: 0/0/0 (to web)

White
CMYK: 0/0/0/0 (to print)
RBG: 255/255/255 (to web)

Pink
CMYK: 1/62/29/0 (to print)
RBG: 246/98/125 (to web)
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Be Like an Athlete
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Be Like an AthleteBe Like an Athlete
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Paideia

Paideia is the name of the system of 
ethical education and training in Ancient 
Greece. Its aim is the training of the 
perfect and complete citizen, capable of 
leading, being led and playing a positive 
role in society.

Paideia, (from paidos - child) means 
“raising children”. However, in the fourth 
century , the concept expands to 
acquire a solidifi ed form of what became 
the educational ideal of Classical 
Greece.

Paideia, now means “...understood 
culture in the perfective sense that the 
word has among us today: the state of a 
fully developed spirit, having blossomed 
all its virtualities, that of man became 
truly man” - Marrou, 1966: 158.

In seeking to develop a Man morally-
active and competent in society, his 
program of studies seeks to develop 
Man both intellectually and physically. 

It´s “program of studies” involves 
disciplines such as Philosophy, Geog-
raphy, Gymnastics, Grammar, History, 
Mathematics, Music and Rhetoric.  

“One of the main purposes of education 
is to form the heart of the child...” - 
Barthélemy, s/d: 36.

With the main focus on citizen morality, 
physical exercise had an enormous 
importance in the development of the 
young person. “Gymnastics aimed at 
self-control and the general submission 
of passions to reason. The goal was 
to develop qualities such as patience, 
tolerance, strength, courage, loyalty, 
devotion and consideration of the rights 
of others”.

From an early age, “Humanity” realized 
the importance of the “DUAL CARRER”.
The importance of the balance bet-
ween intellectual wisdom and physical 
activity is present matter since the 
fi rst civilizations until today’s society, 
evolving according to the paradigms and 
molds of society.

Duality/Evolution

Since an early age, the relationship 
of intellectual teaching and physical 
development is present in society 
school´s teaching activities. 

However, this duality evolves as we 

get older, where we sometimes fi nd 
ourselves subject to choosing one side 
of the coin.

However, there are exceptions. Individ-
uals who, for pleasure or expertise, fi nd 
themselves in the situation of trying 
to balance these two forms of activity 
and possess or seek this duality: the 
“STUDENT-ATHLETE”.

In seeking to represent this duality, it 
was necessary to fi nd elements that 
represented, respectively, the two 
offi cers of these individuals.
Sports and Intelectual Studies.

Sports

Miron Discobolus

DiscoBolo (from Greek, Diskobólos, disc 
thrower) is a statue of the Greek sculp-
tor Míron, who represents an athlete 
moments before releasing the disc. 

Probably the most famous sports sta-
tue in the world, it demonstrates the 
importance that Ancient Greece gave to 
the individual, to sports and to physical 
exercise.

It represents vigor, energy and vitality 
which are inherent characteristics of 
athletes.

Intelectual Studies

The Book

The Book is an intellectual product, 
a product of knowledge, a product of 
innovation. Never losing its symbology 
and its function. The book has evolved 
since the “codex”, appearing in ancient 
Greece as a way to codify the laws, to 
the e-books of today.

It represents wisdom, science and 
revelation.

In the search for a simple and contem-
porary identity, we use the elements of 
Discóbolo’s disc and the book.

The representation of physical and 
intellectual activity respectively. We 
maintain the notion of duality, but we 
incorporate in a single graphic element 
the meanings and symbologies of both 
objects, as well as their history and 
evolution.

B L A
Be Like an Athlete
Concept

613311-EPP-1-2019-1-PT-SPO-SCP
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Paideia

Paideia is the name of the system 
of ethical education and training in 
Ancient Greece. Its aim is the training 
of the perfect and complete citizen, 
capable of leading, being led and 
playing a positive role in society.

Paideia, (from paidos - child) means 
“raising children”. However, in the 
fourth century , the concept expands 
to acquire a solidifi ed form of what 
became the educational ideal of 
Classical Greece.

Paideia, now means “...understood 
culture in the perfective sense that 
the word has among us today: the 
state of a fully developed spirit, having 
blossomed all its virtualities, that of 
man became truly man” - Marrou, 1966: 
158.

In seeking to develop a Man morally-
active and competent in society, his 
program of studies seeks to develop 
Man both intellectually and physically. 

It´s “program of studies” involves 
disciplines such as Philosophy, Geog-
raphy, Gymnastics, Grammar, History, 
Mathematics, Music and Rhetoric.  
“One of the main purposes of educa-
tion is to form the heart of the child...” 
- Barthélemy, s/d: 36.

With the main focus on citizen morality, 
physical exercise had an enormous 
importance in the development of 
the young person. “Gymnastics 
aimed at self-control and the general 
submission of passions to reason. The 
goal was to develop qualities such as 
patience, tolerance, strength, courage, 
loyalty, devotion and consideration of 
the rights of others”.

From an early age, “Humanity” realized 
the importance of the “DUAL CARRER”.
The importance of the balance bet-
ween intellectual wisdom and physical 
activity is present matter since the 
fi rst civilizations until today’s society, 
evolving according to the paradigms 
and molds of society.

Introduction

Duality/Evolution

Since an early age, the relationship 
of intellectual teaching and physical 
development is present in society 
school´s teaching activities. 

However, this duality evolves as we get 
older, where we sometimes fi nd ourselves 
subject to choosing one side of the coin.

However, there are exceptions. Individuals 
who, for pleasure or expertise, fi nd 
themselves in the situation of trying 
to balance these two forms of activity 
and possess or seek this duality: the 
“STUDENT-ATHLETE”.
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In seeking to represent this duality, it 
was necessary to fi nd elements that 
represented, respectively, the two 
offi cers of these individuals.
Sports and Intelectual Studies.

Concept

Sports

Miron Discobolus

DiscoBolo (from Greek, Diskobólos, 
disc thrower) is a statue of the Greek 
sculptor Míron, who represents an 
athlete moments before releasing the 
disc. Probably the most famous sports 
statue in the world, it demonstrates 
the importance that Ancient Greece 
gave to the individual, to sports and to 
physical exercise.
It represents vigor, energy and vitality 
which are inherent characteristics of 
athletes.

Intelectual Studies

The Book

The Book is an intellectual product, 
a product of knowledge, a product of 
innovation. Never losing its symbology 
and its function. The book has evolved 
since the “codex”, appearing in ancient 
Greece as a way to codify the laws, to 
the e-books of today.
It represents wisdom, science and 
revelation.
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In the search for a simple and contem-
porary identity, we use the elements of 
Discóbolo’s disc and the book.
The representation of physical and 
intellectual activity respectively. We 
maintain the notion of duality, but we 
incorporate in a single graphic element 
the meanings and symbologies of both 
objects, as well as their history and 
evolution.

Composition
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Composition

Junction of the forms in one, simple symbol.
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Composition

The logo. 
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Typography

The font, “Bai Jamjuree”, is a free for 
use google font. It´s a modern san-serif 
geometric font, with rounded details 
that combines with the simple rounded 
shape with geometric details of the 
logo.

Bai Jamjuree Bold

ABCČĆDĐEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSŠTUVWXYZŽ 
abcčćdđefghijklmnopqrsštuvwxyzž 
ĂÂÊÔƠƯăâêô
1234567890‘?’“!”(%)[#]{@}/&\<-+÷×=>
®©$€£¥¢:;,.*฿

Bai Jamjuree Light

ABCČĆDĐEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSŠTUVWXYZŽ ab-
cčćdđefghijklmnopqrsštuvwxyzž ĂÂÊÔƠƯăâêô
1234567890‘?’“!”(%)[#]{@}/&\<-+÷×=>
®©$€£¥¢:;,.*฿
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The Logo

The logo with typography.
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The Logo

The logo with alternative typography position.
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The Logo

The logo with alternative typography position.
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The Logo

The logo with alternative typography position.
Recommended for big scale usage
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The Logo

Construction and proportion.
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The Logo

Construction and proportion.
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The Logo

Construction and proportion.
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The Logo

Construction and proportion.
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The Logo

White space.
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The Logo

White space.
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The Logo

Minimal dimensions.
1 cm in the smallest side of the logo, with the 
exception of the primary logo that has 1,35cm 
as minimal dimension on the smallest side 
and the ‘big scale logo’ that is recommended 
to have at least 5 cm as side dimension. 

0,5cm 0,5cm0,5cm

0,68cm

0,5cm

5cm

0,5cm

0,5cm
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The Logo

Chromatic decoding.
The violet represents the balance between matter and 
spirit. This shade of purple is the colour of the secret 
and the symbol of Alchemy. This is because it means the 
perfect balance of the junction of colors. 
This representation of balance is the best suited to 
represent the duality of a STUDENT-ATHLETE.

RGB: 118.42.136
CMYK: 66.100.5.1
#762a88
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The Logo

Behaviors in basic chromatic backgrounds.
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The Logo

Behaviors in basic chromatic backgrounds.
These guidelines are suggested when using 
the logo on a smaller scale. 
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The Logo

Behaviors in photographic backgrounds. 
These guidelines are suggested when using 
the logo on minimum scale.
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Behaviors in photographic backgrounds. 
These guidelines are suggested when using 
the logo on a smaller scale. 

The Logo
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Behaviors in photographic backgrounds. 
These guidelines are suggested when using 
the logo on its smallest dimension.

The Logo
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Behaviors in photographic backgrounds. 
These guidelines are suggested when using 
the logo on its smallest dimension.

The Logo
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Behaviors in photographic backgrounds. 
These guidelines are suggested when using 
the logo on its smallest dimension.

The Logo
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Behaviors in photographic backgrounds. 
These guidelines are suggested when using 
the logo on its smallest dimension.

The Logo
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Research bibliography:
www.wikipedia.org

www.dicionariodesimbolos.com
www.historiadomundo.com

www.educ.fc.ul.pt

Images:
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My logo it’s a runner because the name is “Be like an Athlete” so I draw a Runner with the 

stripes that usually symbolize speed because here it has a double meaning, one to represent 

speed and the other to represent the symbol = to represent the word like. 
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- This logo is made in RGB color decoding 

- It has has its own spacing.  

- The minimum dimensions are 3 cm x 2.87 cm. 

- The font that I use is Eras Bold ITC. 
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My logo proposal for the project Be Like an Athlete (BLA) aims to 
demonstrate its main functions, to promote education and sports. Therefore, 
it was inspired by a graduation cap, serving as a symbol for education and 
by a football field as a symbol of sports. 

My goal was to design a logo that is easy to read and interpret. Since 
the project intends to promote education in and through sports, I wanted to 
design symbols that would quickly lead to that purpose. 
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Logo Specifications 
 
 
Font: 
Helvetica Regular 
 
Minimum Size:  
Width = 20 mm. 
This size must take into consideration the format of the support, increasing 
according to the distance at which the logo should be read. 
 
Safety Margins: 
There should be a clean, protective area around the logo, in which no other 
logo or graphic element should be placed. 
This protective area should be half the height of the rectangle. 
 
Color: 
The logo may appear in black or white. 
 
Black: R-1  C-91 

 G-1  M-79 
 B-1   Y-62 

K-97 
#010101 
 

White: R-255 C-0 
  G-255 M-0 
  B-255 Y-0 

K-0 
# FFFFFF 
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Be like na Athlete - A strong message with a character that deserves to be communicated 
with the same intensity. For this, the initials are used as the main symbol giving weight 
to the project. Placed in italics and adding graphics that represent movement, dynamics 
and speed. Values   that rise in the objective of the project, movement towards sport, 
speed in reaching all interested parties and dynamics both in relation to the study and 
in the transfer and crossing of data.

The density of the stain was carefully worked to be detachable whatever the use, always 
accompanied by its verb #BeLikeAnAthlete purposely made in hashtag attributing not 
only a young perspective but also facilitating the adaptability for the digital and 
contemporary medium of social networks.

The red color normally attributed to life, giving prominence and drawing everyone's 
attention is a key part of the message to be conveyed. All these factors combined are 
intended to create empathy and connection with the target audience, the greater the 
identification the better the acceptance.
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This logo has been carefully developed and works by linking its symbol in accordance with the verb. 
The relationships between the elements are directly related and should not, under any circumstances, 
be changed. The proportions must be maintained.

Graphic Symbol - You can replace the word,
is indicated as a replacement symbol.

Verb - Company or brand name

Color is the other element of the visual identity. 
Its communicative capacity is instantaneous, faster than any iconic logo or symbol.

This is the main version of the logo and should therefore be used preferentially over all others.

For the purposes of digital media and very specific applications, it is acceptable to use only the verb, without the symbol,
or where there is no other option. It can be used whenever the size of the logo does not allow reading,
always respecting safety margins.

However, the symbol should never be applied in a singular way.

Main logo
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Whenever possible, it is recommended to use the logo in its original version.
However, some reproduction techniques or applications may require other versions of the brand, 
such as the monochrome version.

Monochromatic Version
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These guidelines show the construction grid used to establish the relationship between the elements that 
make up the brand and the importance of the relationships being respected.

To ensure a correct representation of the logo, sufficient space must be maintained between the logo
and other graphic elements or margins. This rule represents the minimum advisable margin.
Whenever possible, it should be increased.

As shown in the example above, the margin is defined by the diameter of the cardinal.

Construction grid / Safety margins
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In order to maintain the visual properties of the logo, its reduction should not be less than the dimensions 
presented here. There is no maximum limit, as long as the safety area is respected.

Minimum measures of physical application:

35 mm

In a digital application, the logo can never be less than 16px in height.

Dimensions
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Color is another fundamental element in the brand identity.
The chosen palette represents the values   of the project and therefore should not be changed, thus respecting integrity.

Main colors

They must be reproduced with the greatest fidelity, trying to find in each reproduction surface the most faithful 
approximation. Its original application is made in monochrome version, always use when officially or in case of doubt 
as to complementary colors.

Complementary colors

Although there is no defined palette for complementary colors, it is important whenever possible to apply highly 
contrasting colors.

#FF0000 RGB 255/0/0 CMYK 0/95/90/0

#3C3C3B RGB 60/60/60 CMYK 66/57/55/60

#F6F6F6 RGB 246/246/246 CMYK 4/3/4/0

Colors
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Typography is an important element in building an identity.
Combined with all the graphic elements that make up the identity, the fonts and their correct use are extremely 
important for a consistent representation of the brand.

The Barlow typography was chosen to complement the brand's universe, which was modified in its symbol 
presentation.

Barlow Semi Condensed Black version is the main typography, it was chosen because it is a legible and 
contemporary font. It must be used in all brand communication materials, from advertising, to stationary or to 
a simple document. It is also a google font open sorce.

The Barlow version Semi Condensed SemiBold is the secondary typography, it was chosen for its legibility and for being 
compatible with the available font system.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
# 1 23 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
# 1 23 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

Typography
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2- Do not rotate;

It is important that the institution maintains its integrity in any medium used.
For this reason, here are some alerts for the most frequent inaccuracies.

1- Do not increase / decrease disproportionately;

Integrity
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On a photographic background, as the image below exemplifies, chromatic integrity must also be maintained 
with the maximum possible contrast. Areas with hot bottoms that may cause poor perception of the logo 
or impede its legibility, should be avoided.

Photography applicability
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Here is presented the tones of the backgrounds where it is allowed to apply the main version of the logo. 
The basic principle is to maintain chromatic integrity in situations with the greatest possible contrast.

Color backgrounds applicability
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